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Abstract
The endogeneity issue is fundamentally important as many empirical applications may suffer
from the omission of explanatory variables, measurement error, or simultaneous causality. Re-
cently, Hartford et al. (2017) propose a “Deep Instrumental Variable (IV)” framework based on
deep neural networks to address endogeneity, demonstrating superior performances than existing
approaches. The aim of this paper is to theoretically understand the empirical success of the
Deep IV. Specifically, we consider a two-stage estimator using deep neural networks in the linear
instrumental variables model. By imposing a latent structural assumption on the reduced form
equation between endogenous variables and instrumental variables, the first-stage estimator can
automatically capture this latent structure and converge to the optimal instruments at the mini-
max optimal rate, which is free of the dimension of instrumental variables and thus mitigates the
curse of dimensionality. Additionally, in comparison with classical methods, due to the faster con-
vergence rate of the first-stage estimator, the second-stage estimator has a smaller (second order)
estimation error and requires a weaker condition on the smoothness of the optimal instruments.
Given that the depth and width of the employed deep neural network are well chosen, we further
show that the second-stage estimator achieves the semiparametric efficiency bound. Simulation
studies on synthetic data and application to automobile market data confirm our theory.
Keywords: Deep Learning, Efficiency Bound, Endogeneity, Instrumental Variables, Semipara-
metric Model.
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1. Introduction
Endogeneity is a common issue in empirical studies and naturally arises from simultaneous causal-
ity, omitted variables, or measurement errors (Terza et al., 2008; Attfield, 1985; Yun, 1996; Melitz,
2003). In the presence of endogeneity, the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator is known to be
inconsistent. One signature tool in addressing the endogeneity issue is to use the so-called two-
stage least squares (2SLS) procedure by introducing instrumental variables (IV), as widely used in
the literature (Angrist and Keueger, 1991; Staiger and Stock, 1997; Parker and Van Praag, 2006;
Lin and Liscow, 2012). However, the 2SLS estimator is generally inefficient if the reduced form
equation between instrumental variables and endogenous variables is not linear. Therefore, as
pointed out by Amemiya (1974) and Newey (1990), to obtain an efficient estimator, one needs to
find the optimal IVs, which involves estimating a set of unknown functions.
Various non/semiparametric approaches have been proposed to estimate the optimal IVs with
guaranteed efficiency (Amemiya, 1974; Newey, 1990; Newey et al., 1999; Newey and Powell, 2003);
nonetheless, they could suffer from the curse of dimensionality in the presence of many IVs. To
overcome this difficulty, Belloni et al. (2012) assume that the optimal IVs can be approximated by
a series of basis and propose a lasso-like algorithm to estimate the optimal instruments. Following
Belloni et al. (2012), Fan and Zhong (2018) impose an additive structure assumption on the opti-
mal IVs, which yields dimension-free results, whereas their estimator could be inefficient when the
additive structure fails to hold. This motivates Hartford et al. (2017) to propose a very flexible
deep learning framework, named as Deep IV, under which impressive empirical performances are
demonstrated even when IVs are high-dimensional and the optimal IVs are of complex structures.
Based on the same framework, Bennett et al. (2019) further propose a Deep Generalized Method
of Moments (Deep GMM) for the IV analysis, while Farrell et al. (2019) use a two-stage esti-
mator based on neural networks to conduct inferences on the treatment effect. As discussed in
Hartford et al. (2017), in comparison with Deep IV, the classical series or kernel estimation (e.g.,
Newey and Powell, 2003; Blundell et al., 2007; Chen and Pouzo, 2012; Belloni et al., 2012) is com-
putationally intractable in high-dimensional feature spaces. However, theoretical understandings
on the benefits of the use of deep neural networks in the IV analysis are still missing.
The present work aims to theoretically explain the empirical success of the Deep IV framework.
For simplicity of presentation, we mainly consider the linear regression model with endogenous
predictors and observable IVs. In the first stage, using the IVs as the regressors and endogenous
variables as the responses, the optimal IVs are estimated by a fully connected rectifier linear unit
(ReLU) deep neural network (DNN). By imposing a general compositional structure assumption
on the optimal IVs, we derive the convergence rate for the proposed neural network estimator,
which is free of the dimension of IVs, as either depth, width, or both diverge. In particular, the
derived rate is minimax optimal as long as the product of depth and width for the neural network
is greater than the number of IVs and is a polynomial order of the sample size. In practice, the
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implementation of DNN does not explicitly rely on the imposed structure assumption, i.e., latent
compositional structure, unlike additive or linear regression. As a side remark, the choices of depth
and width have different impacts on the numerical optimization in learning the neural network.
Specifically, to obtain the optimal convergence rate, a very deep network is more “economical” in
terms of the number of parameters to be learned; on the other hand it faces the challenge of the
vanishing gradient issue in comparison with shallow neural networks.
In the second stage, we perform the least squares estimation for the linear coefficients based on
the estimated optimal IVs in the first stage. If the product of depth, width, and IV dimension is of
a polynomial order of sample size, the estimator is proven to be asymptotically normal and achieve
the semiparametric efficiency bound (Bickel et al., 1993) as either depth, width, or both diverge.
Moreover, by taking advantage of the faster convergent neural network estimate, the second-stage
estimate not only has a smaller (second order) estimation error (in the sense of Cheng and Kosorok
(2008) to be explained later) but also requires a weaker condition on the smoothness of the optimal
IVs when compared with classical methods. Specifically, using polynomial spline basis, the series
approach in Belloni et al. (2012) requires that the smoothness degree of the optimal IVs should
be greater than half of the IV dimension. In contrast, our results hold as long as the intrinsic
smoothness degree of the optimal IVs is greater than half of their intrinsic dimension, which
will be proven to be weaker. To be more concrete, we present a scenario where our estimator
outperforms some widely used estimators in the literature; see Example 4.
Several extensions can be made based on the above theoretical results. To be more specific,
we propose a sample-split estimator to remove the requirement on the intrinsic smoothness and
intrinsic dimension of the optimal IVs. A specification testing procedure is also proposed to test
the validity of the instrumental variables based on deep neural network. Finally, we consider an
extended model containing both endogenous and exogenous variables.
Recently, a number of researchers study deep neural networks from nonparametric perspec-
tive. To name a few, Bauer and Kohler (2019) and Schmidt-Hieber (2019) use sparse neural
network in the nonparametric regression setting, while Kim et al. (2018) study the problem of
classification based on sparse network. Recently, Kohler and Langer (2019) extend the result in
Bauer and Kohler (2019) to very deep (diverging depth) fully connected neural network with fixed
width. Our IV estimator is a fully connected neural network with either depth, width, or both
being diverging. This more flexible network structure, which covers the network architecture in
Kohler and Langer (2019), avoids the selection of sparsity parameter in practice and does not
need to impose a truncation parameter to bound the neural network estimation, in contrast with
Bauer and Kohler (2019); Schmidt-Hieber (2019); Kohler and Langer (2019). Our theoretical re-
sults are derived by extending the recent neural network approximation theory in Lu et al. (2020)
from Sobolev space to Ho¨lder space.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews mathematical formulation of linear IV
model. Section 3 describes the Deep IV estimation procedure. Section 4 provides the asymptotic
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results of the proposed estimator and its advantages over the existing approaches. Section 5 pro-
vides some additional inferential procedures based on deep neural network. Section 6 compares the
finite-sample performance of our estimator and some completing approaches through a simulation
study. Section 7 applies the proposed procedure to a real-world data set to study the connection
between automobile sales and price. All the mathematical proofs are deferred to the Appendix.
2. Linear Instrumental Variable Model
Consider i.i.d. observations tYi,Xiuni“1 generated from the following linear regression model:
Y “ βJ0 X` ǫ, (2.1)
where Y P R is the response variable, X “ pX1, . . . ,XqqJ P Rq is the vector of explanatory
variables, ǫ is the random noise, and β0 P Rq is the vector of unknown coefficients. The explanatory
variables X1, . . . ,Xq are assumed to be endogenous in the sense that
Covpǫ,Xsq ‰ 0, for all s “ 1, . . . , q.
In order to consistently estimate β0, one set of instrumental variables Z “ pZ1, . . . , ZdqJ P Rd
with i.i.d. observations tZiuni“1 is introduced as follows (e.g., see Wooldridge, 2008):
Epǫ|Zjq “ 0, for all j “ 1, . . . , d. (2.2)
In view of (2.1) and (2.2), one set of unconditional moment equations to identify β0 is
ErpY ´ βJ0 XqhpZqs “ 0, for all q-dimensional vector-valued measurable function h. (2.3)
Define a collection of optimal IVs:
hoptpzq :“ pf0,1pzq, . . . , f0,qpzqqJ with f0,spzq :“ EpXs|Z “ zq.
By setting hpzq “ hoptpzq in (2.3), the corresponding method of moments estimator solved through
(2.4) can be proven to be semiparametric efficient (see Amemiya, 1974 and Newey, 1990):
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pYi ´ βJXiqphoptpZiq “ 0, (2.4)
where phopt is an estimate for hopt.
This above idea has been exhaustively studied based on various forms of phopt. For example,
Newey (1990) uses both k-nearest-neighbors and series approximation methods to estimate hopt.
As pointed out by Cheng and Kosorok (2008) in a general semiparametric setting, the convergence
rate of phopt to hopt plays an important role in estimating β0: the second order error in estimating
β0 based on (2.4) is smaller when phopt converges at a faster rate. Moreover, in order to ensure
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semiparametric efficiency for estimating β, phopt is required to converge to hopt at a sufficiently
fast rate. However, when the dimension of Z is large, the convergence rate is often slow due to
the curse of dimensionality. To address this issue, Belloni et al. (2012) impose a sparsity assump-
tion that hopt can be approximated by a functional series and then estimated by a lasso-type
series estimator. Following Belloni et al. (2012), Fan and Zhong (2018) assume that each element
of hopt, namely f0,s, follows an additive model of Z1, . . . , Zd. However, if hpzq has interaction
terms, this method could lead to an inefficient estimator due to model misspecification. Recently,
Hartford et al. (2017) consider the pure nonparametric regression Y “ gpXq ` ǫ with X being
endogenous. They propose the Deep IV procedure based on two deep nerual networks to estimate
the underlying regression function. A followup work of Deep IV is Deep GMM for instrumental
variables analysis by Bennett et al. (2019). Both Deep IV and Deep GMM demonstrate very im-
pressive empirical performances but with very limited theoretical investigation. The aim of our
work is to understand the theoretical benefits of the use of deep neural networks in instrumental
variables analysis.
Notation: Let }v}22 “ vJv denote the Euclidean norm of the vector v. Let LÝÑ and PÝÑ denote the
convergence in distribution and convergence in probability, respectively. For two sequence an and
bn, we say an — bn if c´1an ď bn ď can for some constant c ą 1 and all sufficiently large n. For each
observation, let Xi1, . . . ,Xiq and Zi1, . . . , Zid be the elements of Xi and Zi. For any f : R
d Ñ R,
define the L2-norm }f}2 “ Epf2pZqq and its empirical counter part }f}2n “ n´1
řn
i“1 f
2pZiq. For
a ą 0, let tau denote the largest integer strictly less than a and ras “ tau`1. We say pL,W q Ñ 8,
if ether L, W or both diverge.
3. Deep Instrumental Variables Estimation
In this section, we first review the setup for fully connected neural networks. Let σ denote
the ReLU activation function, i.e., σpxq :“ pxq` for x P R. For any r-dimensional real vec-
tors v “ pv1, . . . , vrqT and a “ pa1, . . . , arqT , define the shift activation function σvpaq “
pσpa1 ´ v1q, . . . , σpar ´ vrqqT . Moreover, a vector-valued function f : Rd Ñ Rq is a fully con-
nected deep neural network with depth L and width W , if it has the following expression:
fpzq “ vL`1 `AL`1σvL ˝ALσvL´1 ˝ . . . ˝A2σv1 ˝A1z, for z P Rd, (3.1)
where vL`1 P Rq and vl P RW for l “ 1, . . . , L are the shift vectors, A1 P RWˆd,AL`1 P RqˆW
and Al P RWˆW for l “ 2, . . . , L are the weight matrices. Finally, we denote Fd,qpL,W q as the
collection of fully connected deep neural networks with depth L, width W , d-dimensional input
and q-dimensional output.
We propose a two-stage estimation procedure based on the fully connected neural network. The
first stage is to construct a DNN estimate as phopt:
pf :“ argmin
fPFd,qpL,W q
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}Xi ´ fpZiq}22, (3.2)
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where the elements of pf can be written as p pf1, . . . , pfqqJ. Correspondingly, we define pXi :“ pfpZiq “
p pf1pZiq, . . . , pfqpZiqqJ P Rq for i “ 1, . . . , n. As will be shown in Theorem 1, the DNN estimation
procedure is able to capture the intrinsic structure of hopt without explicitly using the prior
information of its compositional structure (to be specified later). The second stage is to construct
an estimator of β0 in an OLS manner:
pβ “ ˆ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiYi. (3.3)
Intuitively, if the DNN estimators pf1, . . . , pfq are close to the ground truth f0,1, . . . , f0,q enough, the
second-stage estimator will be also close to the “oracle” estimator obtained by using the ground
truth in (3.3), which is known to achieve semiparametric efficiency.
It is worth mentioning that the optimization problem in (3.2) is unconstrained, and it is usu-
ally solved by the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm or its variants. However, the
neural network estimators proposed by Bauer and Kohler (2019) and Kohler and Langer (2019)
are truncated by a threshold parameter, while Schmidt-Hieber (2019) needs to solve a con-
strained optimization problem requiring the estimator is bounded by some predetermined con-
stant. Therefore, our estimator is practically convenient and avoids the issue of choosing all inds of
hyper-parameters. Furthermore, the neural networks considered in Bauer and Kohler (2019) and
Schmidt-Hieber (2019) are both sparse; namely, some of the weights should be zero. In practice,
how to determine the sparsity is difficult. Recently, Kohler and Langer (2019) extend their earlier
work Bauer and Kohler (2019) to fully connected networks, but require W to be fixed. Rather,
our estimator in (3.2) allows either L, W , or both to diverge, which is more practically flexible.
4. Asymptotic Theory
In this section, we develop rate of convergence for pf and asymptotic distribution for pβ.
4.1. Rate of Convergence
We begin with the definitions of Ho¨lder smooth function and a class of multivariate functions
with a compositional structure.
Definition D1. A function g : Rd Ñ R is said to be pp,Cq-Ho¨lder smooth for some positive
constants p and C, if for every γ “ pγ1, . . . , γdq P Nd the following two conditions hold:
sup
zPRd
ˇˇˇˇ B|γ|g
Bzγ11 . . . Bzγd1
pzq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C, for all |γ| ď tpu ,
andˇˇˇˇ B|γ|g
Bzγ11 . . . Bzγd1
pzq ´ B
|γ|g
Bzγ11 . . . Bzγd1
przqˇˇˇˇ ď C}z´ rz}p´tpu2 , for all |γ| “ tpu and z,rz P Rd.
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Here |γ| “ řdi“1 γd. For convenience, we say g is p8, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth convenience if g is pp,Cq-
Ho¨lder smooth for all p ą 0.
Definition D2. A function f : Rd Ñ R is said to have a compositional structure with parameters
pL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq for L˚ P Z`, d “ pd0, . . . , dL˚`1q P ZL˚`2` with d0 “ d, dL˚`1 “ 1, t “
pt0, . . . , tL˚q P ZL˚`1` , p “ pp0, . . . , pL˚q P RL˚`1` , a “ pa0, . . . , aL˚`1q,b “ pb0, . . . , bL˚`1q P
R
L˚`2 and C P R`, if
fpzq “ gL˚ ˝ . . . ˝ g1 ˝ g0pzq, for all z P ra0, b0sd
where gi “ pgi,1, . . . , gi,di`1qJ : rai, bisdi Ñ rai`1, bi`1sdi`1 for some |ai|, |bi| ď C and the functions
gi,j : rai, bisti Ñ rai`1, bi`1s are ppi, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth only relying on ti variables. We denote
CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq as the class of functions defined above
Definition D1 characterizes the smoothness of the regression function which is commonly used
in the nonparametric literature (see Gyo¨rfi et al., 2006; Huang, 2003). Definition D2 requires that
the function f is a composition of L˚`1 layers with each layer being a vector-valued multivariate
function which demonstrates a local connectivity structure. Such a compositional structure, also
adopted by Bauer and Kohler (2019), Schmidt-Hieber (2019) and Kohler and Langer (2019), is
naturally motivated from the structure of the neural network. The functions gi,j ’s can be viewed
as hidden features of the target function f , which makes up more complex features gi`1,j’s in the
next layer. One essence of deep neural network is to learn these hidden features from the data
(Zeiler and Fergus, 2014).
It is worthwhile to discuss the connection between Definitions D1 and D2. For this purpose, we
define the following two important quantities:
p˚ “ p˚i˚ and t˚ “ ti˚ ,
where p˚i “ pi
śL˚
s“i`1pps ^ 1q for i “ 0, . . . , L˚, and i˚ “ argmin0ďiďL˚ p˚i {ti. We will adopt
the convention
śL˚
s“L˚`1
pps ^ 1q “ 1 for convenience. Similar to Bauer and Kohler (2019) and
Schmidt-Hieber (2019), p˚ and t˚ can be interpreted as the intrinsic smoothness and intrinsic
dimension of a function satisfying Definition D2, and t˚ tends to be smaller than the input
dimension d in several important models, as seen from examples below.
It is not difficult to verify that a pp,Cq-Ho¨lder smooth function has a trivial compositional
structure with L˚ “ 0. On the other hand, the following lemma indicates that the functions with
a compositional structure are also Ho¨lder smooth.
Lemma 1. (i) Suppose g1 : R
q Ñ R is pp1, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth and g2 “ pg21, . . . , g2qq : Rd Ñ
R
q with g2i’s are all pp2, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth, then degree of Ho¨lder smoothness of g1 ˝ g2 is
mintp1p2, p1, p2u.
(ii) If f P CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq, then the degree of Ho¨lder smoothness of f is pH ď p˚.
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The conclusion (i) in Lemma 1 was obtained by Juditsky et al. (2009). The conclusion (ii)
of Lemma 1 suggests that the Ho¨lder smoothness of a function with a compositional structure
is smaller than its intrinsic smoothness. An interesting implication is that if one ignores the
compositional structure, the smoothness could be underestimated in the sense that it is not larger
than the intrinsic dimension.
The compositional structure specified in D2 covers many important models in statistics and
economics, as demonstrated in the following examples.
Example 1. (Classical Nonparametric Regression) In classic nonparametric regression, it is often
assumed that the regression function fpz1, . . . , zdq is pp,Cq-Ho¨lder smooth (see Huang, 1998, 2003;
Chen, 2007). Therefore, f has a compositional structure with L˚ “ 0, d “ pd, 1q, t “ d and p “ p.
Consequently, p˚ “ p, t˚ “ d and pH “ p.
Example 2. (Generalized Additive Model) The generalized additive model assumes that the
condition mean of the response given a set of predictors z1, . . . , zd has an expression fpz1, . . . , zdq “
gpřdj“1 hjpzjqq, where g is ppg, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth and hj ’s are pph, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth. It can be
shown that f has a compositional structure with L˚ “ 2, d “ pd, d, 1, 1q, t “ p1, d, 1q and
p “ pph,8, pgq. Therefore, p˚ “ minppg, ghq, t˚ “ 1 and pH “ mintpgph, pg, phu.
Example 3. (Production Function with d Inputs) In economic studies, the production function is
often assumed to be of the form fpz1, . . . , zdq “ A
śd
j“1 z
λi
i , in which zj ’s represent the quantities
of production factors, the constant A represents the factor productivity, and λj ’s represent elas-
ticities. This is a generalization of the classical Cobb-Douglas production function (see Nerlove,
1965). Thus, f has a compositional structure with L˚ “ 1,d “ pd, d, 1q, t “ p1, dq and p “ p8,8q.
If the domain of z is compact and does not contain zero, it can be shown that p˚ “ 8, t˚ “ 1
and pH “ 8.
To establish the asymptotic theory, we need the following technical conditions.
Assumption A1. (i) Epeκ1|Xs|q ď κ2, for some κ1, κ2 ą 0 and all s “ 1, . . . , q.
(ii) The underlying functions f0,1, . . . , f0,q P CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq. We assume that d0 “ d is
allowed to diverge with n, while all the rest parameters are fixed constants.
(iii) The network structure satisfies the conditions that
pL,W q Ñ 8, L ě L˚ `
Lÿ˚
i“0
Li and W ě max
0ďiďL˚
qWidi`1
with Li “ 216rpis2 ` 1 and Wi “ 81prpis` ti ` 2qti`13ti`1.
Assumption A1(i) requires exponential tail of Xs, which is a key assumption to obtain the
optimal (up to a logarithm factor) convergence rate of pfs. This assumption is weaker than the
sub-Gaussian condition proposed by Bauer and Kohler (2019) and Schmidt-Hieber (2019). More-
over, Assumption A1(i) can be relaxed to some moment conditions of Xs, but this relaxation
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sacrifices a polynomial rate in convergence. Assumption A1(ii) imposes a compositional structure
on f0,s, which can be viewed as a neural network version of sparsity condition. In a similar spirit,
Belloni et al. (2012) assume that f0,s has a sparse basis expression. Assumption A1(iii) is to specify
what kind of neural networks can accurately approximate the functions in CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq,
and the lower bounds of depth and width are relying on the parameters pi’s and ti’s, which
are assumed to be fixed. Therefore, it is worth mentioning that there are three types of diverg-
ing behaviours of pL,W q based on Assumption A1(iii), namely (a) diverging L and fixed W ;
(b) fixed L and diverging W ; (c) diverging L and W . Different choices of pL,W q correspond
to different network architectures. In particular, the first type network corresponds to the so-
called fixed-width DNN (Kohler and Langer, 2019), while the second one is called fixed-depth
DNN (Bauer and Kohler, 2019). Our general theory covers all three types (a)-(c).
The following theorem states the convergence rate of pfs.
Theorem 1. Under Assumption A1, if LW “ op?nq and LWd “ opnq, then for all s “
1, . . . , q, it follows that
} pfs ´ f0,s}n “ OPˆ log5pnqcL2W 2 ` LWd
n
` log 4p
˚
t˚ pnqpLW q´ 2p
˚
t˚
˙
.
As a consequence, if d “ OpLW q and LW — n
t˚
2p2p˚`t˚q , then
} pfs ´ f0,s}n “ OPˆrlogpnqs5` 4p˚t˚ n´ p˚2p˚`t˚˙, s “ 1, . . . , q.
Theorem 1 provides a convergence rate for pfs under the norm } ¨ }n in terms of L,W, d. This
rate consists of two parts: the first part
a
pL2W 2 ` LWdqn´1 corresponds to the estimation
error which relies on the entropy of Fd,qpL,W q; the second part pLW q´2p˚{t˚ corresponds to the
approximation error of Fd,qpL,W q to f0 :“ pf0,1, . . . , f0,1qJ. Note that the approximation error
only depends on p˚ and t˚, which is free of the input dimension d, and it also implies that to
approximate less smooth function with higher intrinsic dimension, the neural network needs to
be more complicated, namely, with large depth or width.
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the recent results in Lu et al. (2020) that approximate func-
tions in Sobolev space by the fully connected neural network with general choices of L and W .
We extend their results to approximate the Ho¨lder smooth functions and the functions with a
compositional structure. By a suitable choice of L and W , the DNN estimators can achieve the
convergence rate n´p
˚{p2p˚`t˚q (up to a logarithm factor), which is minimax optimal according to
Schmidt-Hieber (2019), as long as d does not grow faster than LW . Recently, Bauer and Kohler
(2019) and Schmidt-Hieber (2019) obtain a similar convergence rate by considering a sparse net-
work for a fixed d. More recently, Kohler and Langer (2019) extend the result of Bauer and Kohler
(2019) to fully connected neural networks but still with a fixed W based on a new approximation
theorem. Note that their result is a special case of our Theorem 1. It is worth mentioning that,
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using series or kernel based methods, the optimal convergence rate is n
´ d
2pH`d when estimating a
Ho¨lder smooth function (e.g. see Stone, 1994; Schmidt-Hieber, 2019). Since pH ď p˚ and d ě t˚,
the neural network estimator has a faster convergence rate by capturing the intrinsic smoothness
and dimension.
In the end, we would like to stress that different network structures will have different con-
sequences on the optimization. From a theoretical point of view, for f P Fd,qpL,W q, there are
W pL` d` qq ` pL´ 1qW 2 parameters to be estimated, including all the shift vectors and weight
matrices. If d is fixed, the number of parameters is of an order of LW 2. In particular, to achieve
the optimal convergence rate, it requires to estimate about n
t˚
2p2p˚`t˚q parameters for fixed-width
DNN and about n
t˚
2p˚`t˚ parameters for fixed-depth DNN. Therefore, increasing depth is more
“economical” to obtain the optimal convergence rate in terms of the number of parameters, which
is due to the fact that depth is more effective than width for the expressiveness of ReLU networks
(e.g., see Lu et al., 2017; Yarotsky and Zhevnerchuk, 2019; Lu et al., 2020). On the other hand,
training very deep neural network is numerically more challenging due to the vanishing gradient
issue (see Srivastava et al., 2015), and thus fixed-depth DNN or neural networks with less depth
are also of practical importance.
4.2. Asymptotic Distribution
In this section, we will show that the second stage estimator pβ is asymptotically normal and more-
over, achieves the semiparametric efficiency bound (Newey, 1990). LetD :“ pf0,1pZq, . . . , f0,qpZqqJ P
R
q and assume the following regularity conditions.
Assumption A2. (i) Epǫ|Zjq “ 0 for j “ 1, . . . , d.
(ii) Epeκ3|ǫ|q ď κ4 for some κ3, κ4 ą 0 and Epǫ2|Zq “ σ2ǫ .
(iii) The matrix EpDDJq is positive definite.
Assumptions A2(i) and A2(ii) are both standard in the IV literature. Assumption A2(iii),
called as the strong-instrument condition in Belloni et al. (2012), guarantees the invertibility of
EpDDJq.
Theorem 2. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if L2W 2 log8pnq “ opn1{2q, LWd log8pnq “
opn1{2q and pLW q1´2p˚{t˚rlogpnqs3`4p˚{t˚ “ op1q, then it follows that
?
nppβ ´ β0q LÝÑ Np0, σ2ǫE´1pDDJqq.
Theorem 2 establishes the asymptotic distribution of pβ with general choices of depth and width
for the neural network. We allow the number of explanatory variables d to be possibly diverging.
In particular, when d “ opLW q, the rate conditions of Theorem 2 can be further simplified as
L2W 2 log8pnq “ opn1{2q and pLW q1´2p˚{t˚rlogpnqs3`4p˚{t˚ “ op1q, which specify upper and lower
bounds for LW . It is also worthwhile to mention that, since LW is diverging, to satisfy the rate
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condition pLW q1´2p˚{t˚rlogpnqs3`4p˚{t˚ “ op1q, one needs p˚ ą t˚{2. In other words, to apply
Theorem 2, a sufficient condition is that the underlying functions f0,s’s need to be smooth enough
in the sense that the degree of intrinsic smoothness should be larger than half of the intrinsic
dimension. In addition, this condition is weaker than that in literature, e.g., Belloni et al. (2012),
since in general pH ď p˚ and d ě t˚. For the same reason, our neural network estimate has a
faster convergence rate than series or kernel estimators; see Theorem 1. An implication is that,
according to Section 3 in Cheng and Kosorok (2008) and the discussion in Section 2,
?
nppβ ´ β0q
converges to its Gaussian limit at a faster rate than the resulting second-stage estimators from
series or kernel estimators.
We next discuss how to consistently estimate the unknown asymptotic covariance matrix of pβ.
Lemma 2. Under conditions of Theorem 2, it holds that
pV2 PÝÑ σ2ǫE´1pDDJq,
where pV2 “ přni“1 pXiXJi q´1řni“1 pǫ2i with pǫi “ Yi ´ pβJXi.
Combining Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, we can construct a 100 ˆ p1 ´ αq% confidence interval
for β0 as follows: pβ ˘ z˚α{2?
n
DiagppVq, (4.1)
where z˚
α{2 is the α{2 upper percentile of the standard normal distribution and DiagpAq is the
vector consisting of the diagonal elements of squared matrix A.
4.3. Theoretical Benefits
In this section, we highlight the theoretical advantages of pβ when compared with the existing IV
estimators. In summary, due to the faster convergence rate and the ability to capture the intrinsic
structure of the first-stage estimator, the second-stage estimator can achieve the efficiency bound
with a smaller (second order) estimation error under a weaker smoothness condition.
For illustration, we assume q “ 1 so that X is a scalar. Let F denote some function class and
fF P F denote the projection of X onto F :
fF “ argmin
fPF
ErpX´ fpZqq2s.
The form of fF relies on the choice of F ; see the following examples.
(i). FC “ tf : Rd Ñ R : f P CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq for parameters L˚,d, t,p,a,b, C.u, the
class of functions with a compositional structure. By Theorem 1, neural network estimator
proposed in (3.2) is a consistent estimator of fFC .
(ii). FS “ tf : Rd Ñ R : f is pp,Cq-Ho¨lder smooth for parameters p,Cu, the class of Ho¨lder
smooth functions. By Stone (1994) and Huang (2003), spline estimators can effectively
estimate fFS .
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(iii). FA “ tf : Rd Ñ R : fpzq “
řd
i“1 fjpzjq, each fj is ppj, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth for parameters
pj , Cu, the class of functions with smooth additive components. Huang (2003) and Huang et al.
(2010) consistently estimate fFA for both fixed d and increasing d.
(iv). FL “ tf : Rd Ñ R : fpzq “ uJz for some u P Rdu, the class of linear functions. fFL can be
consistently estimated by the standard linear least squares regression.
Suppose an estimator of fF has been obtained, denoted by pfF . Similar to (3.2), we can define
an estimator of β0 based on pfF as follows.
pβF “ ˆ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pfFpZiqXi˙´1 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pfF pZiqYi. (4.2)
As discussed in Section 2, pβF is essentially the solution to (2.4) by replacing phopt with pfF . Under
certain assumptions, it can be shown that
?
nppβF ´ β0q LÝÑ Np0, σ2ǫD´2F q, (4.3)
where D2F “ Erf2FpZqs. Note that pβFC is our second-stage estimator defined in (3.2); pβFS is
the efficient estimator proposed in Newey (1990); pβFA is the nonparametric additive instrumental
variables estimator proposed in Fan and Zhong (2018); and pβFL is asymptotically equivalent to the
classical 2SLS estimator commonly used in the economics literature (e.g, see Angrist and Keueger,
1991). The last three estimators, pβFS , pβFA and pβFL , can be incorporated into the general framework
in Belloni et al. (2012).
We are now ready to summarize three benefits of Deep IV in comparison to its competitors.
First, it is easy to see that FL Ď FA Ď FS Ď FC, and thus D2FL ď D2FA ď D2FS ď D2FC .
This indicates that our estimator pβFC has the smallest variance. In fact, pβFC turns out to
be semiparametric efficient since Assumption A1(ii) essentially requires the conditional mean
EpX|Z “ zq “ f0pzq P FC. Second, the discussions right after Theorem 2 reveal that the semi-
parametric efficient pβFC requires a weaker condition p˚ ą t˚{2 on the smoothness of the underlying
function when compared with the condition pH ą d{2 for pβFS . Finally, pβFC has a smallest (second
order) estimation error in the sense of Cheng and Kosorok (2008) due to the fastest convergence
rate of pfC obtained by neural networks
The following concrete example clearly illustrates these three advantages.
Example 4. Consider X “ śdj“1 gpZjq with g being pp,Cq-Ho¨lder smooth and Zj being i.i.d.
such that EpgpZjqq “ 0. It can be shown that fFA “ fFL “ 0. As a consequence, neither pβFL
nor pβFA in Fan and Zhong (2018) is consistent. Notice the function fpzq “ śdj“1 gpzjq has a
compositional structure with p˚ “ p and t˚ “ 1. Moreover, by the conclusion (i) in Lemma 1, we
can verify that the Ho¨lder smoothness of f is pH “ p. Therefore, the necessary conditions for pβFS
and pβFC to guarantee (4.3) are p ą d{2 and p ą 1{2, respectively (see discussion of Theorem 2).
Finally, according to the discussion of Theorem 1, the convergence rate of pfFC is n´ p2p`1 that is
faster than n
´ p
2p`d . Hence, the estimation error of the second-stage estimator pβFC will be smaller.
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5. Some Auxiliary Results
The general theoretical results developed in previous sections are useful in other statistical in-
ference problems in the field of IV. In this section, we present these auxiliary but useful results
including split sample estimate, specification test and an extension of our models to contain
exogenous variables, with different inferential purposes.
5.1. Split-sample Estimator
As mentioned in the discussion of Theorem 2, a necessary condition for our theoretical results
is that f0,s’s must be sufficiently smooth, say p
˚ ą t˚{2. Our goal in this section is to relax this
condition by proposing a four-stage estimator through splitting the samples, as motivated by
Angrist and Krueger (1995); Belloni et al. (2012).
We randomly divide the samples into two groups: group a of size na “
X
n{2\ and group b of
size nb “ n´ na. Correspondingly, we define pXai .Xbiq and pZai ,Zbiq.
Stage 1: Use the data in each group to construct the first-stage neural network estimators as
in (3.2), and denote them by fk “ p pfk1 , . . . , pfkq q for k “ a, b.
Stage 2: Given any Cn ą 0, we define the truncated neural network estimators:
qfks “ pfks Ip| pfks | ď Cnq, for k “ a, b and s “ 1, . . . , q.
Stage 3: Let qXai “ p qf b1pZai q, . . . , qf bq pZai qqJ and qXbi “ p qfa1 pZbi q, . . . , qfaq pZbi qqJ, and we define the
following two estimators:
qβa “ ˆ 1
na
naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ˙´1 1na
naÿ
i“1
qXai Y ai and qβb “ ˆ 1nb
nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙´1 1nb
nbÿ
i“1
qXbiY bi .
Stage 4: Combining βˇa and βˇb, we construct the following split-sample estimator:
qβab “ ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙´1ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi qβa ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi qβb˙.
The truncation idea in the second stage is inspired by Gyo¨rfi et al. (2006) and Bauer and Kohler
(2019), and aims to obtain the convergence results in terms of norm } ¨ }, which is critical to the
success of the final split-sample estimator. Without bounding the estimator, only the convergence
rate in terms of norm } ¨}n can be derived. In practice, the truncation parameter Cn can be chosen
as c logpnq for some constant c.
Theorems 3 reveals that the truncated neural network estimators qfks ’s converge at the opti-
mal rate (up to a logarithm term) and the split-sample estimator qβab achieves semiparametric
efficiency, as long as Cn grows slowly at a log n-rate and the network structure is properly speci-
fied. In comparison with Theorem 2, the smoothness condition p˚ ą t˚{2 is neither explicitly nor
implicitly required in Theorem 3 due to sample splitting.
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Theorem 3. Under Assumption A1, if Cn Ñ 8, Cn “ Oplogpnqq, LW “ op
?
nq and LWd “
opnq, then for k “ a, b and s “ 1, . . . , q, it follows that
} qfks ´ f0,s} “ OPˆ log5pnq
c
L2W 2 ` LWd
n
` log 4p
˚
t˚ pnqpLW q´ 2p
˚
t˚
˙
,
As a consequence, if d “ OpLW q and LW — n
t˚
2p2p˚`t˚q , then for k “ a, b and s “ 1, . . . , q, the
following holds:
} qfks ´ f0,s} “ OPˆrlogpnqs5` 4p˚t˚ n´ p˚2p˚`t˚˙.
In addition, if Assumption A2 holds and log6pnqLW “ op?nq, log12pnqLWd “ opnq, log
t˚`4p˚
2p˚ pnq “
opLW q, then we have ?
npqβab ´ β0q LÝÑ Np0, σ2ǫE´1pDDJqq.
To conduct statistical inference using the split-sample estimator, we propose the following
estimators for the asymptotic covariance:
qV2ab “ ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙´1ˆ naÿ
i“1
|qǫai |2 ` nbÿ
i“1
|qǫbi |2˙,
where qǫki “ Y ki ´XkJi qβab for k “ a, b. Lemma 3 below show that the above covariance estimator
is consistent.
Lemma 3. Under conditions of Theorems 3, it holds that qV2ab PÝÑ σ2ǫE´1pDDJq.
5.2. Specification Test
One fundamental problem in the field of IV is whether or not the instrumental variables are
indeed exogenous. In this section, following Hausman (1978) and Belloni et al. (2012), we propose
a Hausman-type testing procedure to address this issue.
Suppose that we have several baseline instrumental variables and also that the first db instru-
ments are valid, denoted as rZ “ pZ1, . . . , ZdbqJ. The goal is to test whether the rest variables
Zdb`1, . . . , Zd are also valid instruments or not. Let
pβ and rβ be the estimators proposed in (3.3)
based on the potential instruments Z “ pZ1, . . . , Zdb , Zdb`1, . . . , ZdqJ and baseline instrumentsrZ, respectively. Define g0,sprzq “ EpXs|rZ “ rzq for rz P Rdb and pgs the DNN estimator in (3.2) by
replacing Z with rZ. Similarly, define rD “ pg0,1prZq, . . . , g0,qprZqqJ and rXi “ ppg1prZiq, . . . , pgqprZiqqJ.
With these notation, the estimands of pβ and rβ are essentially
βZ :“ E´1pDDJqEpDY q and βrZ :“ E´1prD rDJqEprDY q,
respectively. Since rZ is a vector of valid instruments, it can be shown that
βZ “ β0 ` E´1pDDJqEpDǫq and βrZ “ β0.
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Therefore, if all the elements in Z are also valid instruments, then βZ “ βrZ such that the difference
between pβ and rβ is expected to be small.
Based on the above intuition, we propose to test
H0 : βZ “ βrZ versus H1 : βZ ‰ βrZ
using the following test statistic
J “ nrσ2ǫ ppβ ´ rβqJ
„ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
rXiXJi ˙´1 ´ ˆ 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1´1ppβ ´ rβq, (5.1)
where rσ2ǫ “ n´1řni“1pYi ´ rβJXiq2 and the two matrices in (5.1) are essential the estimators of
E
´1prDrDJq and E´1pDDJq. Some additional regularity conditions are introduced for studying
the proposed test statistic.
Assumption A3. (i) The underlying functions g0,1, . . . , g0,q P CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq, with all
the parameters fixed constants, except for d0 “ db which could be diverging.
(ii) The matrices EprDrDJq and E´1prDrDJq ´ E´1pDDJq are positive definite.
The compositional structure Assumption A3(i) is similar to Assumption (ii). Assumption A3(ii)
is a regularity condition for the asymptotic covariance matrices. Since rZ is a subvector of Z, we
can show that the matrix E´1prDrDJq ´ E´1pDDJq is at least nonnegative definite.
The following theorem justifies the proposed test statistic J : reject H0 if J ą χ2αpqq, where
χ2αpqq is the α-th upper percentile of χ2q .
Theorem 4. (i). Under the conditions in Theorem 2 and Assumption A3, we have J
LÝÑ
χ2pqq.
(ii). Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 2 and Assumption A3 hold, except that Assumption
A2(i) therein is replaced by Epǫ|Zjq “ 0 for j “ 1, . . . , db. Furthermore, if }EpDǫq}2 ą 0,
then J Ñ8 in probability.
5.3. Model with Exogenous Variables
In this section, we discuss an extension of the model (2.1) containing both endogenous and ex-
ogenous variables. To be more specific, we consider i.i.d. observations pYi,Xi,Ri,Ziq generated
from the following model:
Y “ βJ0 X` αJ0R` ǫ,
where Y is the response, X P Rq1 are the endogenous explanatory variables, R P Rq2 are the
exogenous explanatory variables, ǫ P R is the random noise, and Z P Rd are the instrumental
variables. Since R are exogenous such that Epǫ|Rq “ 0, we can add them to the instruments set
and define rZ “ pRJ,ZJqJ P Rq2`d.
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Given the above setup, we propose the following two-stage estimator for pβJ0 , αJ0 qJ P Rq1`q2 .
In the first stage, we fit a neural network using X as response and rZ as the explanatory variables:
pf :“ argmin
fPFd,q1 pL,W q
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}Xi ´ fprZiq}22.
Furthermore, we denote the q1 outputs of pf as pf1, . . . , pfq1 . In the second stage, we can estimate β
and α as follows: ¨˝pβpα‚˛“
ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pDiDJi ˙´1 1n
nÿ
i“1
pDiYi.
where pDi :“ ppfJpZiq,RJi qJ “ p pf1pZiq, . . . , pfq1pZiq,RJi qJ P Rq1`q2 and Di :“ pXJi ,RJi qJ P Rq1`q2
for i “ 1, . . . , n. Our previous theory can naturally carry over to this extension.
6. Monte Carlo Simulation
In this section, we provide several simulation studies to demonstrate the finite-sample performance
of the proposed procedure. We consider the following two data generating processes (DGP):
DGP 1 (Weak IV): Y “ 3x` 20ǫ and X “ f0pZq ` ǫ, with f0pZq “ Z1 sinpZ2q `Z3Z4. Here Zi’s
are i.i.d. uniformly distributed in r´3, 3s and ǫ „ Np0, 1q independent of Zi’s;
DGP 2 (Linear Reduced Form): Y “ 3x ` 20ǫ and X “ f0pZq ` ǫ, with f0pZq “ 3Z1 ` 4Z2 ´
2Z3 ` Z4. Here Zi’s and ǫ are generated similarly as DGP 1.
DGP 1 corresponds to the weak IV case and is a special case of Example 4. DGP 2 requires
a linear reduced form equation. In our simulation settings, the sample size was chosen to be
n “ 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, and each experiment was repeated 1000 times.
6.1. First-Stage Estimator
We consider the following four types of nonparametric and parametric estimation procedures
discussed in Section 4.3 to obtain the first-stage estimators.
(i). Deep Neural Network (DNN): This estimator is constructed as in (3.2) using deep neural
network with depth L “ 3 and width W “ 10.
(ii). Penalized Tensor Product Spline (P-Spline): The univariate cubic polynomial basis on
r´3, 3s is chosen to be Bpzq “ p1, z, z2, z3, pz ´ t1q3`, . . . , pz ´ t20q3`q, where ti’s are the
equally-spaced points in r´3, 3s. The tensor product spline basis on r´3, 3s4 is defined as a
collection of all the interactions between Bj1pz1qBj2pz2qBj3pz3qBj4pz4q, where Bjpzq is the
j-th element of Bpzq. Based on the cubic tensor product spline basis, we apply the lasso
estimation procedure to select the optimal instruments.
(iii). Additive Spline (A-Spline): We use pBpz1q,Bpz2q,Bpz3q,Bpz4qq as the additive spline basis,
and apply the lasso estimation procedure to select the optimal instruments.
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(iv). Linear Regression (LR): The first-stage is the simple linear regression estimator using X as
the response and Z as the explanatory variables.
For the DNN estimator, a widely used and effective algorithm to solve the optimization problem
in (3.2) is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). We randomly divided the observations into the
training set with sample size t0.8nu and testing set with sample size n´ t0.8nu. The training set is
used to update the weights of the neural network by SGD, while the testing set is used to calculate
the testing error. The TensorFlow package in python was applied to obtain the numerical results.
We used the root mean square error (RMSE) to evaluate the first-stage estimator pf . Figure
1 reveals that for DGP 1, the RMSEs of the A-Spline and LR estimators do not decrease even
the sample size increases since f0 in DGP 1 does not have the linear or additive structure. At
the same time, the DNN estimator has a significantly lower RMSE than the P-Spline estimator
because the latter may not be able to effectively capture the intrinsic structure of f0 in DGP 1.
For DGP 2, it can be seen from Figure 2 that the estimator pf obtained by LR has the smallest
RMSE, while A-Spline and DNN estimators have slightly larger RMSEs. However, the RMSE of
the P-Spline estimator decreases slowly when the sample size increases.
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Fig 1: RMSE of first-stage estimator for
DGP 1
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Fig 2: RMSE of first-stage estimator for
DGP 2
We next evaluate the performance of the DNN estimators with different neural network struc-
tures by investigating the RMSE of pf in (3.2) with all the combinations of W “ 5, 10, 20 and
L “ 3, 5, 10. It can be observed from Figures 3 and 4 that, the errors decrease when the sample
size increases regardless of the choices ofW and L. Moreover, in terms of RMSE, the performance
of pf is quite similar, especially when the sample size is large (n ě 1000).
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Fig 3: RMSE of the DNN estimator pf with different pW,Lq under DGP 1
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Fig 4: RMSE of the DNN estimator pf with different pW,Lq under DGP 2
6.2. Second-Stage Estimator
In addition to the second-stage estimator pβ obtained through (4.2), we consider two other estima-
tors of β0 for comparison purpose. The first one is the ORACLE estimator that was obtained using
Y as the response and f0pZq as the explanatory variable, and the second one is the naive OLS
estimator that regressed Y with respect to X. The former is unrealistic but used as a benchmark,
while the second is known to be inconsistent due to endogeneity.
We use RMSE of pβ as a criterion to evaluate the finite sample performance. Figure 5 suggests
that in DGP 1, the LR, A-Spline, and OLS estimators have large RMSEs, which are not decreas-
ing even when the sample size is relatively large (n “ 2000). This coincides with the theoretical
analysis of the weak IV case in Example 4. In contrast, the P-Spline, DNN, and ORACLE es-
timators have relatively smaller error. Besides, the DNN estimator has a similar performance as
the ORACLE estimator with a large sample size (n ě 1000). However, when compared with the
P-Spline estimator, the DNN estimator is uniformly better regardless of the sample size. In DGP
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2, Figure 6 shows that the errors of all the estimators, except for the OLS, are significantly reduced
when increasing the sample size. Moreover, the ORACLE, LR, A-Spline and DNN estimators have
comparable performance when the sample size is great than 500. However, when compared with
the P-Spline estimator, the DNN estimator stands out under different sample sizes.
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Fig 5: RMSE of second-stage estimator for
DGP 1
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Fig 6: RMSE of second-stage estimator for
DGP 2
We further conduct additional studies to evaluate the performance of pβ using deep neural
network with different W and L. Figures 7 and 8 reveal that the DNN estimator is fairly stable
to the choices of network structure. When sample size is great than 1000, the RMSEs are very
close for different W and L.
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Fig 7: RMSE of the DNN estimator pβ with different pW,Lq for DGP 1
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Fig 8: RMSE of the DNN estimator pβ with different pW,Lq for DGP 2
6.3. Coverage Probability
We calculated the coverage probabilities of the proposed confidence interval in (4.1) to examine
its empirical performance. The benchmark for comparison is based on the ORACLE estimator.
Figures 9 and 10 report the coverage probabilities of the 95% confidence intervals based on DNN
estimator and the ORACLE estimator under different sample sizes. In DGP 1, Figure 9 shows that
when sample size is relatively large (n ě 1000), the coverage probability of the DNN estimator
is around 95%, while it is about 93% for small sample. Figure 10 reveals that, in DGP 2, the
performance of the DNN estimator and the ORACLE estimator are comparable, even when the
sample size is around 500. When the sample size is large (n “ 2000), the coverage probability
stays around the 95% nominal level. The above findings confirm the validity of our theoretical
results.
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Fig 9: Coverage Probability for DGP 1
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Fig 10: Coverage Probability for DGP 2
Additional simulation studies were conducted to evaluate the stability of the DNN estimator
with different structures in terms of coverage probability. It can be seen from Figures 11 and 12
that, for various choices of W and L, the difference of coverage probabilities is quite small (less
than 2%).
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Fig 11: Coverage probability with different pW,Lq for DGP 1
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Fig 12: Coverage probability with different pW,Lq for DGP 2
7. Empirical Application
In this section, we apply the proposed estimation procedure to study automobile sales and price.
Specifically, we consider the following model:
salesi “ β ˆ pricei ` ǫ,
where salesi and pricei indicate the market sales and price of vehicle of type i. The instrumental
variables we adopt are (a) a 0-1 valued variable indicating the air conditioning; (b) horsepower
divided by weight; (c) miles per dollar measuring the routine costs; (d) size of the vehicle. Similar
settings were also considered in Berry et al. (1995). After eliminating missing values, we keep
2217 types of automobiles in the dataset. We fit simple OLS, LR, A-Spline, P-Spline, and DNN
based on the 2217 observations and summarize the results in Table 1. Several interesting findings
can be observed. First, all the estimators are highly significant at 1% significance level. Second,
without using instrumental variables, OLS gives an estimator of the coefficient ´0.0840. Among
the rest four instrumental variables estimators, the P-Spline estimator is more elastic than the
OLS estimator, while LR, A-Spline, and DNN estimators are less elastic. Finally, we observe that
LR and DNN estimators are almost equal, but the standard deviation of the DNN estimator is
slightly smaller.
Table 1
Estimators of automobile price
OLS LR A-Spline P-Spline DNN
price
-0.0840˚˚˚
(0.0029)
-0.0804˚˚˚
(0.0038)
-0.0814˚˚˚
(0.0037)
-0.0909˚˚˚
(0.0055)
-0.0805˚˚˚
(0.0036)
Note: *, **, and *** refer to significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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Appendix
For any k-dimensional vector v “ pv1, . . . , vkqJ and real number a, we denote v ` a “ pv1 `
a, . . . , vk ` aqJ. Let W “ pX,Zq be an independent copy of Wi “ pXi,Ziq and for any function
f : Rd Ñ R, we define norms }f}8 “ supz |fpzq| and }f}n,8 “ sup1ďiďn |fpZiq|. For matrix A,
we define its Frobenius norm }A}F “
a
TrpAJAq. We recall the Rademacher Complexity (see
Wainwright, 2019) of function class F is defined as
RnF “ E
ˆ
sup
fPF
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ηifpZiq
ˇˇˇˇ
Z1, . . . ,Zn
˙
,
where ηi’s are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables which are independent of Zi’s. Moreover, we
denote PdimpFq as the pseudo-dimension of F (see, Anthony and Bartlett, 2009). For functions
f, g : Rd Ñ R and random variables ζ and ξ, we denote xf, gyn “ n´1
řn
i“1 fpZiqgpZiq, xζ, ξyn “
n´1
řn
i“1 ζiξi and xζ, fyn “ n´1
řn
i“1 ζifpZiq, where ζi, ξi are the observations of ζ, ξ.
A.1. Some Preliminary Lemmas
Lemma A.1. Suppose pζi,Ziq, i “ 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. observations and Ep|ζi|q ă 8, then
Epζi|Z1, . . . ,Znq “ Epζi|Ziq for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
Proof. We prove the case when n “ 2, and the extension to the case of general n can be made
analogically. We define h1 “ Epζ1|Z1q, D “ tA P SpZ1,Z2q : Epζ1IAq “ Eph1IAqu, and P “
tA ˆ B : A P SpZ1q, B P SpZ2qu. Clearly, P is a π-system. Since Ep|ζ1|q ă 8, by Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem, it is not difficult to see D is a λ-system. Moreover, for AˆB P P,
we can see
Epζ1IAˆBq “ Epζ1IAIBq “ Epζ1IAqEpIBq “ Eph1IAqEpIBq “ Eph1IAIBq “ Eph1IAˆBq,
where we use the facts that A P SpZ1q, B P SpZ2q and their independence. As a consequence of
π ´ λ monotone class theorem, we have P Ă D and SpZ1,Z2q “ SpPq Ă D Ă SpZ1,Z2q. By the
definition of D, we see that Epζ1|Z1,Z2q “ h1.
Lemma A.2. Suppose pζi,Ziq, i “ 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. observations and Ep|ζi|q ă 8, then the ran-
dom variables ζ1, . . . , ζn are conditionally mutually independent and identically distributed given
Z1, . . . ,Zn
Proof. We prove the case when n “ 2, and the extension to the case of general n can be made
analogically. For any a1, a2 P R, we define δi “ Ipζi ď aiq for i “ 1, 2. Also we denote hi “
Epδi|Z1,Z2q, D “ tA P SpZ1,Z2q : Epδ1δ2IAq “ Eph1h2IAqu, and P “ tA ˆ B : A P SpZ1q, B P
SpZ2qu. It is not difficult to verify that P is a π-system and D is a λ-system. Moreover, due to
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Lemma A.1, we have hi P SpZiq. Therefore, for AˆB P P, we can verify
Epδ1δ2IAˆBq “ Epδ1δ2IAIBq “ Epδ1IAqEpδ2IBq “ Eph1IAqEph2IBq
“ Eph1h2IAIBq
“ Eph1h2IAˆBq,
where we use the facts that A P SpZ1q, B P SpZ2q and their independence. As a consequence of
π ´ λ monotone class theorem, we have P Ă D and SpZ1,Z2q “ SpPq Ă D Ă SpZ1,Z2q. By the
definition of D and hi, we see that Ppζ1 ď a1, ζ2 ď a2|Z1,Z2q “ h1h2 “ Ppζ1 ď a1|Z1,Z2qPpζ2 ď
a2|Z1,Z2q.
Lemma A.3. Let F be a class of functions and φ : R Ñ R be a Lipschitz function with
Lipschitz constant K, then
EpRnφ ˝Fq ď KEpRnFq,
where φ ˝ F “ tφ ˝ f : f P Fu.
Proof. This is Proposition 5.28 in Wainwright (2019).
Lemma A.4. Let F be a class of functions such that |f | ď B and Varpfq ď V for all f P F
and some B,V P R. Then for any η ą 0, with probability at least 1´ 2e´η,
sup
fPF
ˇˇˇˇ
pP´ Pnqrf s
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 3EpRnFq `
c
2V η
n
` 4Bη
3n
.
Proof. This is Theorem 2.1 in Bartlett et al. (2005).
Lemma A.5. Suppose pζi,Ziq, i “ 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. observations with Epζi|Ziq “ 0. Let F be
a class of function with finite elements, and conditioning on Z, }f}n ď r for all f P F and some
r ą 0. Furthermore, if ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζn are conditionally independent given Z and |ζi| ď B for some
B ą 0, then
EZpsup
fPF
xf, ζynq ď Br
c
2 logp|F |q
n
Proof. Conditioning on Z, xf, ζyn is n´1{2B}f}n-subgaussian due to the conditional independence
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of ζ1, . . . , ζn. Furthermore, for any λ ą 0, it follows from Jensens inequality that
exp
ˆ
λEZpsup
fPF
xf, ζynq
˙
ď EZ
ˆ
exppλ sup
fPF
xf, ζynq
˙
“ EZ
ˆ
sup
fPF
exppλxf, ζynq
˙
ď EZ
ˆ ÿ
fPF
exppλxf, ζynq
˙
“
ÿ
fPF
EZ
ˆ
exppλxf, ζynq
˙
ď
ÿ
fPF
exp
ˆ
λ2B2}f}2n
2n
˙
ď |F | exp
ˆ
λ2B2r2
2n
˙
.
As a consequence, it follows that
EZpsup
fPF
xf, ζynq ď λB
2r2
2n
` logp|F |q
λ
, for all λ ą 0.
We complete the proof by setting λ “
?
2n logp|F |q
Br
.
Lemma A.6. Suppose pζi,Ziq, i “ 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. observations with Epζi|Ziq “ 0. Let F
be a class of functions such that conditioning on Z, }f}n ď r for all f P F and some r ą 0.
Furthermore, if ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζn are conditionally independent given Z and |ζi| ď B for some B ą 0,
then it follows that
EZp sup
fPFr
xf, ζynq ď inf
0ăxăr
"
4x
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epζ2i |Ziq ` 12B
ż r
x
c
logN pu,Fr, } ¨ }nq
n
du
*
.
As a consequence, we have
RnFr ď inf
0ăxăr
"
4x` 12
ż r
x
c
logN pu,Fr, } ¨ }nq
n
du
*
.
Proof. Let αj “ 2´jr and Tj be the a proper alphaj-covering of Fr with respect to } ¨ }n. For
f P Fr, denote τjpfq P Tj as the function such that }τjpfq´ f}n ď αj . For integer N ą 0, we have
f “ f ´ τN pfq `
Nÿ
j“1
pτjpfq ´ τj´1pfqq,
here we denote g0 “ 0 for simplicity. Therefore, it follows that
xf, ζyn ď xf ´ τN pfq, ζyn `
Nÿ
j“1
xτjpfq ´ τj´1pfq, ζyn
ď }ζ}n}f ´ τN pfq}n `
Nÿ
j“1
xτjpfq ´ τj´1pfq, ζyn
ď αN}ζ}n `
Nÿ
j“1
xτjpfq ´ τj´1pfq, ζyn. (A.1)
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Now notice that
}τjpfq ´ τj´1pfq}n ď }τjpfq ´ f}n ` }τj´1pfq ´ f}n ď αj ` αj´1 “ 3αj .
Therefore, apply Lemma A.5 to the class tfj ´ fj´1 : }fj ´ fj´1}n ď 3αj , fj P Tj , fj´1 P Tj´1u, it
follows that
EZ
ˆ
sup
fPFr
xτjpfq ´ τj´1pfq, ζyn
˙
ď 3αjB
c
2 logp|Tj ||Tj´1|q
n
ď 6αjB
c
logp|Tj |q
n
ď 12Bpαj ´ αj`1q
c
logp|Tj |q
n
ď 12Bpαj ´ αj`1q
c
logN pαj ,Fr, } ¨ }nq
n
ď 12B
ż αj
αj`1
c
logN pu,Fr, } ¨ }nq
n
du.
Above inequality and (A.1) together imply that
EZp sup
fPFr
xf, ζynq ď αNEZp}ζ}nq ` 12B
ż α0
αN`1
c
logN pu,Fr, } ¨ }nq
n
du.
Now pick N such that, αN ą 2ǫ and αN`1 ď 2ǫ. Therefore, αN “ 2αN`1 ď 4ǫ and αN`1 “
αN{2 ą ǫ. Hence, we conclude that
EZp sup
fPFr
xf, ζynq ď 4ǫ
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epζ2i |Ziq ` 12B
ż r
ǫ
c
logN pu,Fr, } ¨ }nq
n
du,
where we use the inequality EZp}ζ}nq ď
a
EZp}ζ}2nq and Lemma A.1. Since ǫ ą 0 is arbitrary, we
finish the proof.
Lemma A.7. For a class of function F , if n ě PdimpFq and max1ďiďn }fpZiq} ď C for all
f P F and some constant C ą 0, then it follows that
logNpx,F , } ¨ }n,8q ď PdimpFq log
ˆ
2enC
xPdimpFq
˙
ď PdimpFq log
ˆ
2enC
x
˙
.
Moreover for deep neural network class, it holds that
PdimpFd,1pL,W qq ď VCpFd`1,1pL` 1,W ` 1qq ď cLpLW 2 `Wdq logpLW 2 `Wdq,
for some universal constant .
Proof. The first result is Theorem 12.2 in Anthony and Bartlett (2009). The second one follows
from Theorem 14.1 in Anthony and Bartlett (2009) and Theorem 6 in Bartlett et al. (2019).
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Lemma A.8. Let a1,b2, . . . ,an,bn be real vectors of the same dimension. Then it follows that›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
aib
J
i
››››2
F
ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
}ai}22 ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}bi}22.
Proof. Denote ai “ pai1, . . . , aikqJ and bi “ pbi1, . . . , bikqJ for i “ 1, . . . , n. By definition of
Frobenius norm and CauchySchwarz inequality, we have›››› nÿ
i“1
aib
J
i
››››2
F
“
kÿ
j“1
kÿ
s“1
ˆ nÿ
i“1
aijbis
˙2
ď
kÿ
j“1
kÿ
s“1
nÿ
i“1
a2ij
nÿ
i“1
b2is “
nÿ
i“1
}ai}22 ˆ
nÿ
i“1
}bi}22.
A.2. DNN Approximation
The proof of approximation results of DNN, we mainly rely on the result in Lu et al. (2020). We
borrow the following notation from their paper. For given K P Z` and δ ą 0 with δ ă 1K , define
the trifling region of r0, 1sd as follows:
ΩpK, δ, dq :“
dď
i“1
"
z “ pz1, . . . , zdqJ : xi P
K´1ď
k“1
ˆ
k
K
´ δ, k
K
˙*
. (A.2)
Lemma A.9. For any N,L P Z`, there exists a network φˆ P F2,1pL` 1, 9Nq such that
(i). |φˆpx, yq ´ xy| ď 12N´L for all x, y P r0, 1s;
(ii). |φˆpx, yq| ď 1 for all x, y P r0, 1s.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 in Lu et al. (2020), there exists a rφˆ P F2,1pL, 9Nq such that
|rφˆpx, yq ´ xy| ď 6N´L, for all x, y P r0, 1s. (A.3)
Let δ :“ 6N´L, and we further define
φˆpx, yq “ σp
rφˆpx, yqq
1` δ .
Direct examination implies
|φˆpx, yq ´ xy| “
ˇˇˇˇ
σprφˆpx, yqq
1` δ ´ xy
ˇˇˇˇ
“
$’’&’’%
|xy| if rφˆpx, yq ă 0ˇˇˇˇ rφˆpx,yq
1`δ ´ xy
ˇˇˇˇ
if rφˆpx, yq ě 0 .
Notice by (A.3), if rφˆpx, yq ă 0 implies |xy| ď 6N´L “ δ, andˇˇˇˇ rφˆpx, yq
1` δ ´ xy
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ rφˆpx, yq ´ xy ´ δxy
1` δ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2δ
1` δ ď 2δ.
Therefore, we show that |rφˆpx, yq ´ xy| ď 2δ “ 12N´L for all x, y P r0, 1s. Moreover, sincerφˆpx, yq ď 1 ` 6N´L ď 1 ` δ, it holds that φˆpx, yq ď 1. Finally, it is trivial to see that
φˆpx, yq P F2,1pL` 1, 9Nq.
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Lemma A.10. For any N,L, d P Z`, there exists a network φdˆ P Fd,1ppL ` 1qpd ´ 1q ` d ´
2, 9N ` d´ 2q such that
(i). |φdˆpzq ´
śd
i“1 zi| ď 12pd ´ 1qN´L for all z “ pz1, . . . , zdqJ P r0, 1sd;
(ii). |φdˆpzq| ď 1 for all z “ pz1, . . . , zdqJ P r0, 1sd.
Proof. For simplicity, we prove the case when d “ 3. By Lemma A.9, there exist a network
φˆ P F2,1pL` 1, 9Nq such that |φˆpz1, z2q´ z1z2| ď 12N´L. To pass the value of z3 to next layer,
we can add one more channel to store the z3. Therefore, we use φˆpφˆpz1, z2q, z3q to approximate
the products, and the error can be calculated as follows:
|φˆpφˆpz1, z2q, z3q ´ z1z2z3| ď |φˆpφˆpz1, z2q, z3q ´ φˆpz1, z2qz3| ` |φˆpz1, z2qz3 ´ z1z2z3|
ď 12N´L ` 12N´L ď 24N´L.
Finally, it is not difficult to verify that this neural network has 2pL ` 1q ` 1 hidden layers and
width 9N ` 1.
Lemma A.11. For any N,L P Z` and γ “ pγ1, . . . , γdq P Zd, there exists a network Pγ P Fd,1
with pL` 2qp|γ| ´ 1q hidden layers and width 9N ` |γ| ´ 2 such that
(i). |Pγpzq ´ zγ | ď 12p|γ| ´ 1qN´L for all z “ pz1, . . . , zdqJ P r0, 1sd;
(ii). |Pγpzq| ď 1 for all z “ pz1, . . . , zdqJ P r0, 1sd.
Proof. First step we pass the input value z to next layer as follows:
zÑ pz1, . . . , z1loooomoooon
γ1 times
, z2, . . . , z2loooomoooon
γ2 times
, . . . , zd´1, . . . , zd´1looooooomooooooon
γd´1 times
, zd, . . . , zdloooomoooon
γd times
q.
Next we apply the neural network defined in Lemma A.10 to obtain the desired result. Clearly,
this neural network consistent of pL`1qp|γ|´1q`|γ|´1 hidden layers and width 9N`|γ|´2.
Lemma A.12. For any N,L, d P Z` and δ ą 0 with K “
Y
N1{d
]2 Y
L2{d
]
and δ ď 1
3K
, there
exits a neural network ψmap P F1,1p4L` 4, 4N ` 5q such that
ψmappxq “ k
K
, if x P
„
k
K
,
k ` 1
K
´ δIpx ă K ´ 1q

for k “ 0, 1, . . . ,K ´ 1.
Proof. This is Proposition 4.3 in Lu et al. (2020).
Lemma A.13. Given any N,L,m P Z` and ξi P r0, 1s for i “ 0, 1, . . . , N2L2 ´ 1, there exists
a neural network φfit with depth p5L` 8qrlog2p2Lqs and width 8mp2N ` 3qrlog2p4Nqs such that
(i). |φfitpiq ´ ξi| ď N´2mL´2m, for i “ 0, 1, . . . , N2L2 ´ 1;
(ii). 0 ď φfitpxq ď 1 for all x P R.
Proof. This is Proposition 4.4 in Lu et al. (2020).
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Lemma A.14. Suppose f : r0, 1sd Ñ R be pp, 1q-Ho¨lder smooth for some p ą 0, then for all
positive integers M,N , there exists a neural network g P Fd,1pL,W q with
L “ 18rps2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs
and
W “ 40prps ` d` 2qd`1pN ` 2qrlog2p4Nqs
such that
|fpzq ´ gpzq| ď p86` d8pqpp ` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d for all z P r0, 1sdzΩpK, δ, dq,
where K “
Y
N1{d
]2 Y
M2{d
]
and 0 ă δ ă 1
3K
can be chosen arbitrary.
Proof. Step 1: For notational simplicity, we denote m “ tpu, the largest integer strictly smaller
than p. For each θ “ pθ1, . . . , θdqJ P t0, 1, . . . ,K ´ 1ud, we define
Qθ :“
"
z “ pz1, . . . , zdqJ : zi P
„
θi
K
,
θi ` 1
K
´ δIpθi ă K ´ 1q

, i “ 1, . . . , d
*
.
Clearly, r0, 1sdzΩpK, δ, dq “ YθQθ. By Lemma A.12, there exists a neural network ψmap P
F1,1p4M ` 4, 4N ` 5q such that
ψmappzq “ k
K
, if z P
„
k
K
,
k ` 1
K
´ δIpx ă K ´ 1q

for k “ 0, 1, . . . ,K ´ 1.
Therefore, by parallelizing d above networks, we can obtain a neural network
ψmappzq :“ pψmappz1q, . . . , ψmappzdqqJ P Fd,dp4M ` 4, dp4N ` 5qq
such that
ψmappzq “ θ
K
, if z P Qθ for all θ P t0, 1, . . . ,K ´ 1ud. (A.4)
Step 2: For all γ “ pγ1, . . . , γdqJ P Zd with |γ| ď m, by Lemma A.11, there exists a neural
network Pγ P Fd,1 with depth p2pm` 1qpM ` 1q ` 2qpm´ 1q and width 9N `m´ 2 such that
|Pγpzq ´ zγ | ď 12pm´ 1qN´2pm`1qpM`1q for all z “ pz1, . . . , zdqd P r0, 1sd. (A.5)
Moreover, for each i “ 0, 1, . . . ,Kd ´ 1, we define mapping
ϑpiq :“ pϑ1, . . . , ϑdqJ P t0, 1, . . . ,K ´ 1ud (A.6)
such that
řd
j“1 ϑjK
j´1 “ i. This can be done, since this is a bijection. For each γ “ pγ1, . . . , γdqJ P
Z
d with |γ| ď m, define
ξγ,i “
„
Bγf
ˆ
ϑpiq
K
˙
` 1

{2 for i “ 0, 1, . . . ,Kd ´ 1. (A.7)
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We can see that ξγ,i P r0, 1s, as f is pp, 1q-Ho¨lder smooth. By Lemma A.13 and the fact that
Kd ď N2M2, there exist a neural network φγ with depth p5M ` 8qrlog2p2Mqs and width 8pm`
1qp2N ` 3qrlog2p4Nqs that
|φγpiq ´ ξγ,i| ď N´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q for all i “ 0, 1, . . . ,Kd ´ 1 and |γ| ď m. (A.8)
Step 3: Using above networks, we further define
Φγpzq “ φγp
dÿ
j“1
zjK
jq for all z “ pz1, . . . , zdqJ P r0, 1sd. (A.9)
Clearly, Φγ P Fd,1 has depth at most p5M ` 8qrlog2p2Mqs` 2 and width at most 8pm` 1qp2N `
3qrlog2p4Nqs ` d.
Notice if z P Qθ for some θ “ pθ1, . . . , θdqJ P t0, 1, . . . ,K ´ 1ud, then by (A.4) and (A.6), we
have following mapping:
z
ψmapÝÝÝÑ θ
K
ΦγÝÝÑ φγpiq,
where the integer i “ řdj“1 θjKj´1 by (A.6). As a consequence of (A.7) and (A.8), it follows thatˇˇˇˇ
Φγ ˝ψmappzq ´
„
Bγf
ˆ
θ
K
˙
` 1

{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď N´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q if z P Qθ. (A.10)
Finally, we define our network to be
gpzq “ 2
ÿ
|γ|ďm
φˆ
ˆ
Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
, Pγpz´ψmappzqq
˙
´
ÿ
|γ|ďm
Pγpz´ψmappzqq
γ!
,
where φˆ P F2,1p2pm`1qpM `1q`1, 9Nq is the product neural network in Lemma A.9 such that
|φˆpx, yq ´ xy| ď 12N´2pm`1qpM`1q. (A.11)
Step 4: For any z P Qθ, let h :“ z´ θK “ z´ ψmappzqK . By Taylor’s Theorem, we can quantify the
bound of |fpzq ´ gpzq| byˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|γ|ďm
Bγfpψmappzqq
γ!
hγ `
ÿ
|γ|“m
Bγfpψmappzq ` ξzhq
γ!
hγ ´
ÿ
|γ|“m
Bγfpψmappzqq
γ!
hγ ´ gpzq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď S1 ` S2,
where ξz P r0, 1s and
S1 “
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|γ|“m
Bγfpψmappzq ` ξzhq
γ!
hγ ´
ÿ
|γ|“m
Bγfpψmappzqq
γ!
hγ
ˇˇˇˇ
, S2 “
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|γ|ďm
Bγfpψmappzqq
γ!
hγ ´ gpzq
ˇˇˇˇ
.
By the definition of pp, 1q-Ho¨lder smooth, it follows that
S1 ď
ÿ
|γ|“m
}ξzh}p´m2
γ!
hγ ď dpm` 1q
d
γ!
K´p ď dpm` 1qdK´p.
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For the term S2, we have S2 “ S21 ` S22 with
S21 “ 2
ÿ
|γ|ďm
Bγfpψmappzqq ` 1
2γ!
hγ ´
ÿ
|γ|ďm
2φˆ
ˆ
Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
, Pγpz´ψmappzqq
˙
,
S22 “
ÿ
|γ|ďm
1
γ!
hγ ´
ÿ
|γ|ďm
Pγpz´ψmappzqq
γ!
.
Direct examination leads to the following bound:
S21 ď 2
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|γ|ďm
Bγfpψmappzqq ` 1
2γ!
hγ ´
ÿ
|γ|ďm
Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
Pγpz´ψmappzqq
ˇˇˇˇ
`2
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|γ|ďm
Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
Pγpz´ψmappzqq ´
ÿ
|γ|ďm
2φˆ
ˆ
Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
, Pγpz´ψmappzqq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2
ÿ
|γ|ďm
ˇˇˇˇBγfpψmappzqq ` 1
2γ!
hγ ´ Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
hγ
ˇˇˇˇ
`2
ÿ
|γ|ďm
ˇˇˇˇ
Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
hγ ´ Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
Pγpz´ψmappzqq
ˇˇˇˇ
`2
ÿ
|γ|ďm
sup
x,yPr0,1s
|xy ´ φˆpx, yq|
ď 2pm` 1qdN´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q ` 24pm` 1qdp1`N´2pm`1qM´2pm`1qqpm´ 1qN´2pm`1qpM`1q
`24pm` 1qdN´2pm`1qpM`1q
ď 2pm` 1qdN´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q ` 72pm` 1qd`1N´2pm`1qpM`1q,
where we use (A.5), (A.10) and (A.11). Similarly, using (A.5), we have
S22 ď
ÿ
|γ|ďm
ˇˇˇˇ
hγ ´ Pγpz´ψmappzqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 12pm` 1qd`1N´2pm`1qpM`1q.
As a consequence of the bounds of S1, S21 and S22, we conclude that for z P Qθ, it holds that
|fpzq ´ gpzq| ď dpm` 1qdK´p ` 2pm` 1qdN´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q ` 84pm` 1qd`1N´2pm`1qpM`1q
ď d8ppm` 1qdN´2p{dM´2p{d ` 2pm` 1qdN´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q `
`84pm` 1qd`1N´2pm`1qN´2pm`1qM
ď d8ppm` 1qdN´2p{dM´2p{d ` 2pm` 1qdN´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q `
`84pm` 1qd`1N´2pm`1qM´2pm`1q
ď p86` d8pqpm` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d,
where we use the fact that K “
Y
N1{d
]2 Y
M2{d
]
ě N2{dM2{d{8.
Step 5: We will demonstrate how to implement g using neural network. We denote the set
Γ “ tγ P Nd : |γ| ď mu. By basic Combinatorics, we now |Γ| “ `m`d´1
m´1
˘
. For simplicity, we set
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|Γ| “ J and index the element in Γ as γ1, . . . ,γJ . For each γinΓ, we define
hγpzq “ Φγ ˝ψmappzq
γ!
and fγpzq “ Pγpz´ψmappzqq.
By (A.4), (A.5) and (A.9), it is not difficult to see hγ has at most depth
4M ` 4` p5L` 8qrlog2p2Mqs ` 2` 2 ď 10pM ` 2qrlog2p2Mqs
and width
dp4N ` 5q ` 8pm` 1qp2N ` 3qrlog2p4Nqs ` d ď 16pm` d` 1qpN ` 2qrlog2p4Nqs.
Similarly, we can show fγ has at most depth
4M ` 4` 1` r2pm` 1qpM ` 2q ` 2spm´ 1q ` 1 ď 6pm` 1q2pM ` 3q
and width
dp4N ` 5q ` d` 9N `m´ 2 ď p4d` 9qpN ` 2q `m.
Now, we parallelize all the hγ ’s and fγ ’s together, we can obtain a neural network
g1 :“ phγ1 , . . . , hγJ , fγ1 , . . . , fγJ qJ P Fd,2J
with at most 16pm` 1q2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs hidden layers and at most width 40Jpm` d` 3qpN `
2qrlog2p4Nqs.
Next for each γ P Γ, using the product neural network in (A.11), we define
sγ “ 2φˆphγ , fγq,
and use the outputs of g1 to construct a neural network g2 ˝ g1 such that
g2 ˝ g1 :“ psγ1 , . . . , sγJ , fγ1 , . . . , fγJ qJ P Fd,2J ,
which will have at most depth
16pm` 1q2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs ` 2pm` 1qpM ` 1q ` 1` 1 ď 18pm` 1q2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs
and at most width 40Jpm ` d` 3qpN ` 2qrlog2p4Nqs.
Finally, we make a linear combination using the outputs of g2 ˝ g1 to obtain the final neural
network, which will require one more hidden layer. We will finish the proof if we notice J ď
pm` 1qd.
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Lemma A.15. Given ε ą 0, L,W,K P Z`, and δ ą 0 with δ ă 13K , assume f is continuous
on r0, 1sd. Suppose there is a neural network rg P Fd,1pL,W q such that
|fpzq ´ rgpzq| ď ε for all z P r0, 1sdzΩpK, δ, dq,
then there exists a neural network g P Fd,1pL` 2d, 3dpN ` 3qq such that
|fpzq ´ gpzq| ď ε` dωf pδq for all z P r0, 1sd,
where ωf pδq “ supt|fpxq ´ fpyq| : }x´ y}2 ď δ,x,y P r0, 1sdu.
Lemma A.16. Suppose f : r0, 1sd Ñ R be pp,Cq-Ho¨lder smooth for some p,C ą 0, then for
all positive intergers M,N , there exists a neural network g P Fd,1pL,W q with
L “ 54rps2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs and W “ 40prps ` d` 2qd`13dpN ` 2qrlog2p4Nqs ` 3d`1
such that
sup
zPr0,1sd
|fpzq ´ gpzq| ď Cp86` d8p ` dqpp ` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d.
Proof. Define rf “ C´1f , so rf is pp, 1q-Ho¨lder smooth. Set K “ YN1{d]2 YM2{d] and choose
δ P p0, 1
3K
q such that ω rf pδq ď N´2p{dL´2p{d. This can be done, as
ωf pδq ď
$’&’%δ if p ě 1δp if p ă 1 .
By Lemma A.14, there exists a neural network rg1 with 18rps2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs hidden lay-
ers and width 40prps ` d ` 2qd`1pN ` 2qrlog2p4Nqs such that | rfpzq ´ rg1pzq| ď p86 ` d8pqpm `
1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d for all z P r0, 1sdzΩpK, δ, dq. By Lemma A.15, there exists a neural network rg2
with 54rps2pM`3qrlog2p2Mqs hidden layers and width 40prps`d`2qd`13dpN`2qrlog2p4Nqs`3d`1
such that
| rfpzq ´ rg2pzq| ď p86 ` d8pqpp ` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d ` dN´2p{dL´2p{d
ď p86 ` d8p ` dqpp ` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d for all z P r0, 1sd.
As a consequence, the neural network g :“ Cg2, which has the same architecture as g2, is the
desired neural network.
Lemma A.17. Suppose h : r0, 1sd Ñ r0, 1s be pp,Cq-Ho¨lder smooth for some p,C ą 0, then
for all positive integers M,N , there exists a neural network hnet P Fd,1pL,W q with
L “ 54rps2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs ` 1 and W “ 40prps ` d` 2qd`13dpN ` 2qrlog2p4Nqs ` 3d`1
such that 0 ď hnetpzq ď 1 and
sup
zPr0,1sd
|hpzq ´ hnetpzq| ď 2p86 ` d8p ` dqpp ` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d.
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Proof. By Lemma A.16, there exists rhnet P Fd,1prL,ĂW q with
rL “ 54rps2pM ` 3qrlog2p2Mqs and ĂW “ 40prps ` d` 2qd`13dpN ` 2qrlog2p4Nqs ` 3d`1
such that
sup
zPr0,1sd
|rhnetpzq ´ hpzq| ď p86` d8p ` dqpp ` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d for all N,M P Z`. (A.12)
Let δ “ p86 ` d8p ` dqpp ` 1qd`1N´2p{dM´2p{d and define hnetpzq “ σprhpzqq{p1 ` 2δq, which is
always non-negative. If rhpzq ď 0, then by (A.12), we have hpzq ´ δ ď rhpzq ď 0, which further
leads to 0 ď hpzq ď δ. Therefore, it follows that
|hnetpzq ´ hpzq| “
$’’&’’%
ˇˇˇˇrhpzq
1`δ ´ hpzq
ˇˇˇˇ
if rhpzq ą 0
hpzq if rhpzq ď 0 .
Combining above, we conclude that supzPr0,1sd |hnetpzq´hpzq| ď 2δ. Also by (A.12), it yields that
hnetpzq ď |rhpzq|{p1 ` 2δq ď 1. Clearly, hnet can be implemented by adding one more layer torhpzq.
Lemma A.18. Suppose f P CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq, for all positive integersM0, N0, . . . ,ML˚ , NL˚ ,
there exists rf P Fd,1pL˚ `řL˚i“0 Li,max0ďiďL˚ Widi`1q with
Li “ 54rpis2pMi` 3qrlog2p2Miqs` 1 and Wi “ 40prpis` ti` 2qti`13tipNi` 2qrlog2p4Niqs` 3ti`1
such that
} rf ´ f}8 ď c Lÿ˚
i“0
pMiNiq´2pi
śL˚
s“i`1pps^1q{ti ,
where constant c is free of d,M and N . As a consequence, if pL,W q Ñ 8, then there existsrf P Fd,1pL,W q such that
} rf ´ f}8 ď c max
1ďiďL˚
ˆ
LW
logpLq logpW q
˙´ 2pi śL˚s“i`1pps^1q
ti “ c
ˆ
LW
logpLq logpW q
˙´ 2p˚
t˚
.
where the constant c is free of d, L and W . Moreover, if f “ pf1, f2, . . . , fqqJ with each fi P
CSpL˚,d, t,p,a,b, Cq, then there exists f˚ “ pf˚1 , f˚2 , . . . , f˚q qJ P Fd,qpL,W q suhc that
}f˚s ´ fs}8 ď c
ˆ
LW
logpLq logpW q
˙´ 2p˚
t˚
for all s “ 1, . . . , d,
where the constant c is free of d, L and W .
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Proof. Step 1: We will rewrite f as composition of functions hi’s, which are defined as follows:
hipzq “ gippbi ´ aiqz` aiq ´ ai`1
bi`1 ´ ai`1 for z P r0, 1s
di and i “ 0, 1, . . . , L˚ ´ 1,
hL˚pzq “ gL˚ppbL˚ ´ aL˚qz` aL˚q for z P r0, 1sdL˚ .
By above definition, we can see the range of hi is r0, 1sdi`1 for i “ 0, . . . , L˚ ´ 1 and the domain
of hi is r0, 1sdi for i “ 0, . . . , L˚. It is not difficult to verify following equality:
fpzq “ hL˚ ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙
for z P ra0, b0sd.
Step 2: Let hi,1, . . . , hi,di`1 be the elements of hi. Since all gi,j’s are ppi, Cq-Ho¨lder smooth and only
relying on ti variables, we can see that hi,j ’s are ppi,Kq-Ho¨lder smooth with K “ C
řL˚´1
i“0 pbi ´
aiq{pbi`1 ´ ai`1q ` bL˚ ´ aL˚ . By Lemmas A.16 and A.17, there exists rhi,j P Fti,1pLi,Wiq with
Li “ 54rpis2pMi` 3qrlog2p2Miqs` 1 and Wi “ 40prpis` ti` 2qti`13tipNi` 2qrlog2p4Niqs` 3ti`1
such that
sup
zPr0,1sti
|rhi,jpzq ´ hi,jpzq| ď ciN´2pi{tiM´2pi{ti , (A.13)
where ci “ Kp86` ti8pi ` tiqppi ` 1qti`1.
Step 3: For each i “ 0, . . . , L˚, we further define rhi “ prhi,1, . . . ,rhi,di`1qJ. Moreover, let
rfpzq “ rhL˚ ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
for z P ra0, b0sd.
Next we will quantify the difference between rfpzq and fpzq.
| rfpzq ´ fpzq| “ ˇˇˇˇrhL˚ ˝ rhL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hL˚ ˝ hL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇrhL˚ ˝ rhL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hL˚ ˝ rhL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
hL˚ ˝ rhL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hL˚ ˝ hL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
zPr0,1s
dL˚
|rhL˚pzq ´ hL˚pzq|
`K
››››rhL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hL˚´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙››››pL˚^1
2
,
where we use the fact that hL˚ is ppL˚ ,Kq-Ho¨lder smooth and dL˚`1 “ 1. Moreover, we can show
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the following holds for i “ 1, . . . , L˚ ´ 1 and r P p0, 1s:››››rhi ˝ rhi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hi ˝ hi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙››››r
2
ď
››››rhi ˝ rhi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hi ˝ rhi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙››››r
2
`
››››hi ˝ rhi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hi ˝ hi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙››››r
2
ď
ˆ di`1ÿ
j“1
}rhi,j ´ hi,j}28˙ r2
`
ˆ di`1ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ
hi,j ˝ rhi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hi,j ˝ hi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙ˇˇˇˇ2˙ r
2
ď di`1 sup
1ďjďdi`1
}rhi,j ´ hi,j}r8
`
di`1ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ
hi,j ˝ rhi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hi,j ˝ hi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙ˇˇˇˇr
ď di`1 sup
zPr0,1sdi
}rhipzq ´ hipzq}r8
`di`1Kpi`1^1
››››rhi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ rh0ˆ z´ a0b0 ´ a0
˙
´ hi´1 ˝ . . . ˝ h0
ˆ
z´ a0
b0 ´ a0
˙››››rppi^1q
2
.
Finally, by induction, we conclude that
| rfpzq ´ fpzq| ď K1`řL˚i“1 pi^1 Lź˚
i“1
di
Lÿ˚
i“0
sup
1ďjďdi`1
}rhi,j ´ hi,j}śL˚s“i`1pps^1q8 ,
where we use the convention
śL˚
s“L˚`1
ppi ^ 1q “ 1. By (A.13), we show that
| rfpzq ´ fpzq| ď K1`řL˚i“1 pi^1 Lź˚
i“1
di
Lÿ˚
i“0
pciM´2pi{tii N´2pi{tii q
śL˚
s“i`1pps^1q
ď K1`
řL˚
i“1 pi^1
Lź˚
i“1
di
Lÿ˚
i“0
c
śL˚
s“i`1pps^1q
i
Lÿ˚
i“0
pMiNiq´2pi
śL˚
s“i`1pps^1q{ti .
Therefore, we prove the bound with c “ K1`
řL˚
i“1 pi^1
śL˚
i“1 di
řL˚
i“0 c
śL˚
s“i`1pps^1q
i , which is free of
d0, L,W .
Step 4: We will show rf indeed can be implemented by a deep neural network. We add the one
more layer to transform the corresponding variables of rh0,j (ti variables) and parallelize all therh0,j ’s (the total number is d1) to implement rh0ppz´ a0q{pb0 ´ a0qq, which can be verified that
rh0ppz ´ a0q{pb0 ´ a0qq P Fd0,d1pL0 ` 1, d1W0q,
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where Li,Wi are defined in Step 2. Now we use the outputs of rh0ppz ´ a0q{pb0 ´ a0qq as inputs
and parallelize all the rh1,j ’s (the total number is d2) to implement rh1 ˝ rh0ppz´ a0q{pb0 ´ a0qq. It
can be verified that
rh1 ˝ rh0ppz´ a0q{pb0 ´ a0qq P Fd0,d2pL0 ` L1 ` 2,maxtd1W0, d2W1uq.
By induction, we concluded that rf P Fd,1pL˚ `řL˚i“0 Li,max0ďiďL˚ Widi`1q, here we use the fact
d0 “ d and dL˚`1 “ 1.
Step 5: Now we will prove the second result. It is not difficult to verify Mi — Li log´1pLiq and
Ni — W´1i logpWiq. Specifically, we choose L0 “ L1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ LL˚ — L, W0 “ W1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ WL˚ —
W , then the desired result follows.
Step 6: The third result can be easily obtained by parallelizing q deep neural networks in Step
5.
A.3. Proof of Results in Section 4
Proof of Lemma 1. Denote the degree of smoothness of gi ˝ . . . ˝ g0 as rpi. By Juditsky et al.
(2009), the smoothness of g1 ˝ g0 is
rp1 :“ p0p1 ^ p0 ^ p1 “ p0pp1 ^ 1q ^ p1 ď p0pp1 ^ 1q.
Above equation and Juditsky et al. (2009) further imply
rp2 :“ rp1p2 ^ rp1 ^ p2 “ rp1pp2 ^ 1q ^ p2 ď p0pp1 ^ 1qpp2 ^ 1q.
By induction, we conclude that
rpi ď p0 iź
k“1
ppk ^ 1q, (A.14)
here for convenience, we define rp0 “ p0. Similarly, if we define the smoothness of gL˚ ˝ . . . ˝ gi as
p¯i, we can show that
p¯i ď pi
Lź˚
k“i`1
ppk ^ 1q “ p˚i , (A.15)
here for convenience, we define p¯L˚ “ pL˚ . By Juditsky et al. (2009), (A.14) and (A.15), it follows
that
p “ rpi´1p¯i ^ rpi´1 ^ p¯i ď p¯i ď p˚i , for all i “ 1, . . . , L˚.
Finally, notice p “ rpL˚ ď p0śL˚k“1ppk ^ 1q “ p˚L˚ , we conclude that
p ď min
0ďiďL˚
p˚i .
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Lemma A.19. Let ζs “ Xs ´ f0,spZq for s “ 1, . . . , q. Under Assumption A1, the following
holds for any positive integer k, real number B ą 0 and s “ 1, . . . , q:
E
ˆ
|ζs|kIp|ζs| ą Bq
˙
ď κ2eκ1C
ˆ
k ` 1
κ1
˙k
e
´
κ1B
pk`1q .
Similarly, under Assumption A2, it holds that
E
ˆ
|ǫ|kIp|ǫ| ą Bq
˙
ď κ4
ˆ
k ` 1
κ3
˙k
e
´
κ3B
pk`1q .
Proof. For simplicity, we omit the subscript and write ζs as ζ. By Assumption A1(ii), we can see
|ζ| ď |Xs| ` C. Therefore, it follows from Assumption A1(i) that Epeκ1|ζ|q ď κ2eκ1C . Moreover,
because Ip|ζ| ą Bq ď eκ1|ζ|{pk`1qe´κ1B{pk`1q, we have
E
ˆ
|ζ|kIp|ζ| ą Bq
˙
ď E
ˆ
pk ` 1qkκ´k1 e
kκ1|ζ|
k`1 Ip|ζ| ą Bq
˙
ď E
ˆ
pk ` 1qkκ´k1 e
kκ1|ζ|
k`1 e
κ1|ζ|
pk`1q e
´
κ1B
pk`1q
˙
“
ˆ
k ` 1
κ1
˙k
Epeκ1|ζ|qe´
κ1B
pk`1q
ď κ2eκ1C
ˆ
k ` 1
κ1
˙k
e
´
κ1B
pk`1q .
Lemma A.20. Under Assumption A1, if LW “ op?nq and LWd “ opnq, then
} pfs ´ f0,s}n “ OP prnq, for all s “ 1, . . . , q,
where
rn “ log4pnq
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq `∆n,
where ∆n is the the approximation error to approximation f0 using class Fd,qpL,W q.
Proof. Let f˚ “ pf˚1 , f˚2 , . . . , f˚q qJ P Fd,qpL,W q in Lemma A.18 such that
řq
s“1 }f˚s ´f0,s}8 ď ∆n.
Let ζs “ Xs ´ f0,spZq and ζis “ Xis ´ f0,spZiq be the error terms. In the following, we divide the
proof into 4 steps.
Step 1: For any vector function f “ pf1, . . . , fqqJ : Rd Ñ Rq, it follows that
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}Xi ´ fpZiq}22 “
qÿ
s“1
}Xs ´ fs}2n
“
qÿ
s“1
}ζs ` f0,s ´ fs}2n
“
qÿ
s“1
}fs ´ f0,s}2n ` 2
qÿ
s“1
xf0,s ´ fs, ζsyn `
qÿ
s“1
}ζs}2n.
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By definition of pf and f˚, it follows that řni“1 }Xi ´ pfpZiq}22 ď řni“1 }Xi ´ f˚pZiq}22. As a conse-
quence of above two equations, we have
qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n ď 2 qÿ
s“1
x pfs ´ f0,s, ζsyn ` 2 qÿ
s“1
xf0,s ´ f˚s , ζsyn `
qÿ
s“1
}f˚s ´ f0,s}2n
ď 2
qÿ
s“1
x pfs ´ f0,s, ζsyn2` 2 qÿ
s“1
xf0,s ´ f˚s , ζsyn `∆2n (A.16)
ď 2
qÿ
s“1
x pfs ´ f0,s, ζsyn ` 2 qÿ
s“1
}f0,s ´ f˚s }n}ζs}n `∆2n
ď 2
qÿ
s“1
x pfs ´ f0,s, ζsyn ` 2∆n qÿ
s“1
}ζs}n `∆2n
ď 2
qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}n}ζs}n ` 2∆n qÿ
s“1
}ζs}n `∆2n
ď 2
gffe qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n
gffe qÿ
s“1
}ζs}2n ` 2∆n
qÿ
s“1
}ζs}n `∆2n. (A.17)
By Chebyshevs inequality, it follows that
P
ˆ
}ζs}2n ą log2pnq for some s “ 1, . . . , q
˙
ď
qÿ
s“1
P
ˆ
}ζs}2n ą log2pnq
˙
ď
řq
s“1 Epζ2s q
log2pnq ,
which further implies that with probability at least 1´ log´2pnqřqs“1 Epζ2s q, it holds that
max
1ďsďq
}ζs}n ď logpnq. (A.18)
Now define event F1 :“ tmax1ďsďq }ζs}n ď logpnqu, then by (A.18), it yields that:
PpF1q ą 1´ log´2pnq
qÿ
s“1
Epζ2s q. (A.19)
According to (A.17), we conclude that on event F1, the following holds:
qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n ď 2
gffe qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n?q logpnq ` 2q logpnq∆n `∆2n,
which further leads togffe qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n ď 4?q logpnq `a4q logpnqa∆n `?2∆n ď 8q logpnq (A.20)
where the fact that ∆n ď logpnq is used.
Step 2: Consider the class Grs “ tf ´ f0,s : f P Fd,1pL,W q, }f ´ f0}n ď ru for some 1{n ď r ď n,
in the following we will establish a bound for
sup
f´f0PGrs
xf ´ f0,s, ζsyn.
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For a diverging deterministic sequencemn, we define ζis1 “ ζisIp|ζis| ď mnq and ζis2 “ ζisIp|ζis| ą
mnq. Therefore, we have
sup
f´f0,sPGrs
xf ´ f0,s, ζsyn ď sup
f´f0,sPGrs
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pfpZiq ´ f0,spZiqqpζis1 ´ Epζis1|Ziqq
` sup
f´f0,sPGrs
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pfpZiq ´ f0,spZiqqpζis2 ´ Epζis2|Ziqq
“ S1 ` S2. (A.21)
For the first term, we notice that |ζis1| ď mn, by Lemma A.6, we have
EZpS1q ď 4ǫ
a
Epζ2s |Zq ` 24mn
ż r
ǫ
c
logN px,Grs , } ¨ }nq
n
dx.
By Lemma A.7 and the fact that max1ďiďn |fpZiq ´ f0,spZiq| ď nr ď n2, it follows that
logN px,Grs , } ¨ }nq ď cLpLW 2 `Wdq logpLW 2 `Wdq log
ˆ
2en3
x
˙
.
Combining above two inequality and choosing
ǫ “ r
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
ď r with cLpLW 2 `Wdq ě 1,
we have
EZpS1q ď 4ǫ
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epζ2is|Ziq ` 24mnr
c
logN pǫ,Grs , } ¨ }nq
n
ď 4r
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epζ2is|Ziq
`24mnr
d
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq log
ˆ
2en3
ǫ
˙
ď 4r
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epζ2is|Ziq
`24mnr
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logp2en5q, (A.22)
where we use the facts that r ě 1{n and ǫ ě rn´1{2. For the second term, by CauchySchwarz
inequality, we have
S2 ď
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
ζis2 ´ Epζis2|Ziq
˙2
sup
f´f0,sPGrs
}f ´ f0,s}n ď r
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
ζis2 ´ Epζis2|Ziq
˙2
.
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Therefore, we conclude that
EZpS2q ď r
gffeEZ" 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
ζis2 ´ Epζis2|Ziq
˙2*
ď r
gffe 1
n
sÿ
i“1
Epζ2is2|Ziq. (A.23)
Now combining (A.21)-(A.23) with Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
P
ˆ
sup
f´f0,sPGrs
xf ´ f0,s, ζsyn ą x
˙
ď EpS1 ` S2q
x
ď 24mnr
x
d
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logp2en5q
˙
`4r
x
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
a
Epζ2s q `
r
x
a
Ep|ζs|2Ip|ζs| ą mnqq
ď cr
x
ˆ
28mn
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logp2en5q ` e´κ1mn{6
˙
,
where we used the fact that Epζ2s q ď m2n and Lemma A.19. As a consequence, if r ą 1{n, we
conclude that with probability at least 1´ q log´2pnq, the following holds:
sup
f´f0,sPGrs
xf ´ f0,s, ζsyn ď rVn for all s “ 1, . . . , q, (A.24)
where
Vn :“ c log2pnq
ˆ
28mn
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logp2en5q ` e´κ1mn{6
˙
.
Step 3: By direct calculation, we have
EZp|xf˚s ´ f0,s, ζsyn|2q “
1
n2
nÿ
i“1
|f˚s pZq ´ f0,spZq|2Epζ2is|Ziq ď
∆2n
n2
nÿ
i“1
Epζ2is|Ziq.
Therefore, by Chebyshev’s inequality, it follows that
P
ˆ
|xf˚s ´ f0,s, ζsyn| ą logpnq
∆n?
n
˙
ď 1
log2pnqEp|ζs|
2q.
Define event
F2 :“
"
|xf˚s ´ f0,s, ζsyn| ď logpnq
∆n?
n
for all s “ 1, . . . , q
*
,
then above inequality implies
PpF2q ě 1´ log´2pnq
qÿ
s“1
Epζ2s q. (A.25)
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Step 4: For any positive constant r ą 1{n, we define event Er “ tsupf´f0,sPGrs xf ´ f0,s, ζsyn ď
rVn for all s “ 1, . . . , qu, then (A.24) leads to
PpErq ą 1´ q log´2pnq (A.26)
We choose T :“ rlog2p8qn logpnqqs and some positive r¯ ą 1{n such that
8q logpnq ď 2T {n ď 2T r¯ ă n.
Define event F3 “ XTj“1E2j r¯XF1XF2. By (A.20) and inequality above, it follows that } pfs´f0,s}n ď
2T r¯ for all s “ 1, . . . , q on event F3. Now suppose 2j´1r¯ ď } pfs´f0,s}n ď 2j r¯ for some j “ 1, . . . , T .
By (A.16), if r¯ ą 1{n, on event F3, it holds that
qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n ď qÿ
s“1
x pfs ´ f0,s, ζsyn ` 2 qÿ
s“1
xf0,s ´ f˚s , ζsyn `∆2n
ď
qÿ
s“1
sup
f´f0,sPG2
j r¯
s
xf ´ f0,s, ζsyn ` 2q logpnq∆n?
n
`∆2n
ď q2j r¯Vn ` 2q logpnq∆n?
n
`∆2n.
Therefore, if we choose r¯ such that
r¯ ě 8qVn, r¯ ě 2q logpnq?
n
` 2∆n, r¯ ą 1
n
and 18q logpnqr¯ ă 1, (A.27)
then it follows that gffe qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n ď 2j´1r¯.
As a consequence, on event F3, we conclude that the following holds:
} pfs ´ f0,s}n ď 2T r¯ ñ } pfs ´ f0,s}n ď 2T´1r¯ ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ñ } pfs ´ f0,s}n ď r¯ for all s “ 1, . . . , q.
Specifically, we can choose
r¯ “ 8q
ˆ
Vn ` logpnq?
n
`∆n
˙
, (A.28)
which will satisfy (A.27). Moreover, by (A.19), (A.26) and (A.25), it follows that
PpF3q ě 1´
Tÿ
j“1
PpEc2j r¯q ´ PpF c1 q ´ PpF c2 q
ě 1´ qT log´2pnq ´ 2 log´2pnq
qÿ
s“1
Epζ2s q
ě 1´ log´2pnq
ˆ
q ` q log2p8qnq ` q log2plogpnqq ` 2
qÿ
s“1
Epζ2s q
˙
Ñ 1.
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Finally, combining above, and choose mn “ 6 logpnq{κ1 in the expression of Vn, we finish the
proof.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemmas A.18 and A.20, it holds that
} pfs ´ f0,s}n “ OPˆ log4pnqcLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq `
„
LW
logpLq logpW q
´ 2p˚
t˚
˙
.
Since LW “ Op?nq and LWd “ opnq, we prove the desire result.
To proceed, we recall the definition of rn in Lemma A.20 that
rn “ log4pnq
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq `∆n.
Lemma A.21. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if LW “ op?nq and LWd “ opnq, then the
following holds: ›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ´ 1n
nÿ
i“1
DiD
J
i
››››
F
“ OP prnq.
Proof. By triangle inequality, it follows that›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ´ 1n
nÿ
i“1
DiD
J
i
››››
F
ď
›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
XippXi ´DiqJ››››
F
`
›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
DipXi ´DiqJ
››››
F
:“ R1 `R2,
where the definition of R1, R2 is straight forward in the context. By Lemma A.8, it follows that
R1 ď
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
}Xi}22 ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}pXi ´Di}22.
Since
řn
i“1 }Xi}22 “
řq
s“1
řn
i“1X
2
s,i, Assumption A1(i) and C.L.T together imply
řn
i“1 }Xi}22{n “
OP p1q. By Lemma A.20 and the definition of pXi,Di, we have
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}pXi ´Di}22 “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
qÿ
s“1
| pfspZiq ´ f0,spZiq|2 “ qÿ
s“1
} pfs ´ f0,s}2n “ OP pr2nq.
As a consequence of above, we conclude R1 “ OP prnq. In the following, we will analyse R2. By
straightforward calculation, it is not difficult to show that
R22 ď
ÿ
1ďs,kďq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
f0,spZiqrXik ´ f0,kpZiqs
ˇˇˇˇ2
.
Since EpXik|Ziq “ f0,kpZiq for k “ 1, . . . , q, it follows that Etf0,kpZiqrXik ´ f0,kpZiqsu “ 0 for
1 ď s, k ď q. Therefore, by Assumption A1(i), we conclude that
EpR22q ď
1
n
ÿ
1ďs,kďq
Etf20,spZqrXk ´ f0,kpZqs2u “ Opn´1q “ Opr2nq.
Combining above, we finish the proof.
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Lemma A.22. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if LWrn log
3pnq “ op1q and ?LWdrn log3pnq “
op1q, then ›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››2
2
“ oP p1q
Proof. By definition, it follows that›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››2
2
“
qÿ
s“1
ˇˇˇˇ
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆpfspZiq ´ f0,spZiq˙ǫi ˇˇˇˇ2.
By Lemma A.20, it suffices to show the following holds for all c ą 0:
sup
f´f0,sPHbs
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
fpZiq ´ f0,spZiq
˙
ǫi
ˇˇˇˇ
“ oP pn´1{2q, for all s “ 1, . . . , q, (A.29)
where Hbs “ tf ´ f0,s : f P Fd,1pL,W q, }f ´ f0,s}n ď brnu. Now define
ρi1 “ ǫiIp|ǫi| ď mnq ´ E
ˆ
ǫiIp|ǫi| ď mnq
ˇˇˇˇ
Zi
˙
and ρi2 “ ǫiIp|ǫi| ą mnq ´ E
ˆ
ǫiIp|ǫi| ą mnq
ˇˇˇˇ
Zi
˙
,
where mn is a deterministic sequence to be specified later. Therefore, (A.29) can be bounded by
S1 ` S2, where
S1 “ sup
f´f0,sPHbs
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
fpZiq ´ f0,spZiq
˙
ρi1
ˇˇˇˇ
and S2 “ sup
f´f0,sPHbs
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
fpZiq ´ f0,spZiq
˙
ρi2
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Since |ρi1| ď 2mn and Epρi1|Ziq “ 0, therefore, by Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.6, it follows that
EZpS1q ď 4x
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epρ2i1|Ziq ` 24mn
ż brn
x
c
logN pu,Hbs, } ¨ }nq
n
du for all 0 ă x ă brn.
By Lemma A.7 and the fact that max1ďiďn |fpZiq ´ f0,spZiq| ď bnrn ď bn, it follows that
logN px,Hbs, } ¨ }nq ď cLpLW 2 `Wdq logpLW 2 `Wdq log
ˆ
2ben2
x
˙
.
Combining above two inequality and choosing
x “ ǫ :“ brn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
ď brn with cLpLW 2 `Wdq ě 1,
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we have
EZpS1q ď 4ǫ
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epρ2i1|Ziq ` 24bmnrn
c
logN pǫ,Hbs, } ¨ }nq
n
ď 4brn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epρ2i1|Ziq
`24bmnrn
d
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq log
ˆ
2ben2
ǫ
˙
ď 4brn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epρ2i1|Ziq
`24bmnrn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logp2en3q,
where we use the facts that rn ě n´1{2 and ǫ ě b{n. Therefore, we conclude that
EpS1q ď 4brn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
a
Epǫ2q
`24bmnrn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logp2en3q
“ O
ˆ
mnrn
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logpnq
˙
. (A.30)
For the second term, by CauchySchwarz inequality, it follows that
S2 ď
gffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ρi2 ´ Epρi2|Ziq
ˇˇˇˇ2
sup
f´f0,sPHbs
}f ´ f0,s}n.
By taking conditional expectation, we conclude that
EpS2q “ EpEZpS2qq ď brnE
ˆgffe 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Epρ2i2|Ziq
˙
ď brn
a
Epǫ2Ip|ǫ| ą mnqq
ď brn
d
κ4
ˆ
3
κ3
˙3
e´κ3mn{3, (A.31)
where the last inequality comes from Lemma A.19. As a consequence of (A.30) and (A.31), we
conclude that
sup
f´f0,sPHbs
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
fpZiq ´ f0,spZiq
˙
ǫi
ˇˇˇˇ
“ OP
ˆ
mnrn
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq logpnq ` rne´κ3mn{6
˙
“ OP
ˆ
mnrn logpnq
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
` rne´κ3mn{6
˙
, (A.32)
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where we use the fact that logpLW q “ Oplogpnqq. Notice by the rate conditions given, we always
can choose the sequence mn such that, the rate of (A.32) is of order OP pn´1{2q
Lemma A.23. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if LWrn log
3pnq “ op1q and ?LWdrn log3pnq “
op1q, then it follows that ?
nppβ ´ β0q LÝÑ Np0, σ2ǫE´1pDDJqq.
Proof. By simple calculation, it follows that
?
nppβ ´ β0q “ ?n„ˆ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiYi ´ β0
“ ?n
„ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi β0 ´ β0` ˆ 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi
:“ R1 `R2,
where the definition of R1, R2 is straightforward in the context. By Lemma A.21 and Assumption
A2(iii),
řn
i“1
pXiXJi {n is asymptotically invertible, and thus R1 “ 0. Furthermore, one can verify
that the C.L.T holds for
řn
i“1Diǫi{
?
n using Assumption A2. As a consequence of Slutsky’s
Theorem, Lemmas A.21 and A.22, we can show R2 Ñ Np0, σ2ǫE´1pDDJqq
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, it follows that
rn “ O
ˆ
log5pnq
c
L2W 2 ` LWd
n
` log 4p
˚
t˚ pnqpLW q´ 2p
˚
t˚
˙
.
Therefore, if the following holds
L2W 2 log8pnq “ opn1{2q, LWd log8pnq “ opn1{2q, pLW q1´2p˚{t˚rlogpnqs3`4p˚{t˚ “ op1q,
the rate conditions in Lemma A.23 will be satisfied.
Proof of Lemma 2. By Lemma A.21, Assumption A2(iii) and C.L.T, it is not difficult to see
that
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi “ EpDDJq ` oP p1q.
Moreover, since pβ “ β0 ` oP p1q, we have
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pǫ2i “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
|Yi ´ pβJXi|2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
|Yi ´ βJ0 Xi|2 `
1
n
nÿ
i“1
|βJ0 Xi ´ pβJXi|2 ` 2n
nÿ
i“1
pYi ´ βJ0 XiqpβJ0 Xi ´ pβJXiq
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ǫ2i ` pβ0 ´ pβqJ 1n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i pβ0 ´ pβq ` pβ0 ´ pβqJ 2n
nÿ
i“1
ǫiXi
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A.4. Proof of Results in Section 5
For constant C ą 0, we define the truncation operator at level C by TCpfq “ fIp|f | ď Cq, for
real-valued function f . Therefore, qfs “ TCnp pfsq.
Lemma A.24. Under Assumption A1, if Cn Ñ 8, Cn “ Oplogpnqq, LW “ op
?
nq and
LWd “ opnq, then
} qfs ´ f0,s}n “ OP prnq and } qfs ´ f0,s} “ OP prnq for all s “ 1, . . . , q.
Proof. Since }f0,s}8 ă C and Cn ě C, it is not difficult to verify that | qfspzq ´ f0,spzq| ď | pfspzq ´
f0,spzq|. Therefore, by Lemma A.20, we conclude that
} qfs ´ f0,s}n “ OP prnq for all s “ 1, . . . , q.
Moreover, by definition, it follows that } qfs ´ f0,s}8 ď Cn ` C ď 2Cn.
Step 1: For fixed a ą 1, we define
Ha,r “ tTCnpfq ´ f0,s : f P Fd,1pL,W q, }TCnpfq ´ f0,s}n ď arn, }TCnpfq ´ f0,s} ď ru
and H2a,r “ th2 : h P Hau. Therefore, }TCnpfq ´ f0,s}8 ď Cn `C ď 2Cn. Notice the map x :Ñ x2
is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 4Cn for x P r´2Cn, 2Cns, as a consequence of Lemma A.3, we
have EpRnH2a,rq ď 4CnEpRnHa,rq. Since }TCnpfq´f0,s}8 ď 2Cn and Varr|TCnpfqpZq´f0,spZq|2s ď
4C2nEp|TCnpfqpZq ´ f0,spZq|2q ď 4C2nr2, by Lemma A.4, with probability at least 1 ´ 2e´η, the
following holds:
sup
TCn pfq´f0,sPHa,r
ˇˇˇˇ
}TCnpfq ´ f0,s}2n ´ }TCnpfq ´ f0,s}2
ˇˇˇˇ
“ sup
hPH2a,r
ˇˇˇˇ
pP´ Pnqrhs
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 3EpRnH2a,rq ` 3Cnr
c
η
n
` 16C
2
nη
3n
ď 12CnEpRnHa,rq ` 3Cnr
c
η
n
` 6C
2
nη
n
.
Therefore, with probability at least 1´ 2e´η, it holds for all TCnpfq ´ f0,s P Ha,r that
}TCnpfq ´ f0,s}2 ď }TCnpfq ´ f0,s}2n ` 12CnEpRnHa,rq ` 3Cnr
c
η
n
` 6C
2
nη
n
ď a2r2n ` 12CnEpRnHa,rq ` 3Cnr
c
η
n
` 6C
2
nη
n
. (A.33)
By (A.33), if r is chosen such that
a2r2n ď
r2
16
, 12CnEpRnHa,rq ď r
2
16
, 3Cnr
c
η
n
ď r
2
16
and
6C2nη
n
ď r
2
16
, (A.34)
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then we conclude that with probability at least 1´ 2e´η,
}TCnpfq ´ f0,s}2 ď
r2
4
for all TCnpfq ´ f0,s P Ha,r. (A.35)
Step 2: Define event F1 :“ t}TCnp pfsq´f0,s}n ď arnu. Since }TCnpfq´f0,s}8 ď 2Cn, we conclude
that, on event F1, TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s P Ha,2Cn . If we choose some positive integer S “ rlog2p2nCnqs
and real number r¯ ą n´1, then
2Cn ď 2S r¯
As a consequence, on event F1, }TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s} ď 2S r¯. For j “ 1, . . . , S, we further define the
event
Ej :“
"
}TCnpfq ´ f0,s} ď 2j´1r¯ for all TCnpfq ´ f0,s P Ha,2j r¯
*
for j “ 1, . . . , S.
By (A.34) and (A.35), we have
PpEjq ě 1´ 2e´η, (A.36)
if the following holds:
a2r2n ď
22j r¯2
16
, 12CnEpRnHa,2j r¯q ď
22j r¯2
16
, 3Cn
c
η
n
ď 2
j r¯
16
and
6C2nη
n
ď 2
2j r¯2
16
. (A.37)
As a consequence, on the event F2 :“ XSj“1Ej X F1, we conclude that the following holds:
}TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s} ď 2S r¯ ñ }TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s} ď 2S´1r¯ ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ }TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s} ď r¯. (A.38)
Step 3: Combining (A.36)-(A.38), we are ready to choose appropriate r¯.
By Lemma A.6, we have
EZpRnHa,rq ď inf
0ăxăarn
"
4x` 12
ż arn
x
c
logN pu,Ha,r, } ¨ }nq
n
du
*
ď 4ǫ` 12arn
c
logN pǫ,Ha,r, } ¨ }nq
n
for any 0 ă ǫ ă arn. (A.39)
Notice the facts that }TCnpfq´TCnpgq}n ď }f´g}n for all functions f, g, and that max1ďiďn |TCnpfqpZiq´
f0,spZiq| ď 2Cn ď n2. Therefore, by Lemma A.7, we have
logN pǫ,Ha,r, } ¨ }nq ď cLpLW 2 `Wdq logpLW 2 `Wdq log
ˆ
2en3
ǫ
˙
.
Now we choose
ǫ “ arn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
ă arn with cLpLW 2 `Wdq ě 1,
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then (A.39) becomes
EZpRnHa,rq ď 4arn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
` 12arn
d
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpnq log
ˆ
2en3
ǫ
˙
ď 4arn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
` 12arn
d
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpnq log
ˆ
2en4
a
˙
ď 16arn
d
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpnq log
ˆ
2en4
a
˙
,
where we use the fact that rn ě n´1{2 and ǫ ě an´1. Using above inequality, the conditions in
(A.37) will be satisfied for all j “ 1, . . . , S, if we choose
r¯ “ r¯˚ :“ 2arn ` 32Cn
d
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpnq log
ˆ
2en4
a
˙
` 4Cn
c
η
n
.
As a consequence of (A.36) and (A.38), we conclude that }TCnp pfsq´f0,s} ď r¯˚ with probability
at least
PpF2q “ PpXSj“1Ej X F1q ě 1´ PpFC1 q ´
Sÿ
j“1
PpEcjq
ě 1´ Pp} pfsq ´ f0,s}n ą arnq ´ 2Se´η
ě 1´ Pp} pfsq ´ f0,s}n ą arnq ´ 3 log2p2nCnqe´η . (A.40)
If choosing η “ 2 logpnq and using the fact a ą 1, the following holds on event F2:
}TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s} ď 2arn ` 32Cn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpnq logp2en4q ` 8Cn
c
logpnq
n
.
Therefore, it follows that
lim
aÑ8
lim
nÑ8
Pp}TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s} ą 4arnq
ď lim
aÑ8
lim
nÑ8
PpFC2 q ` lim
aÑ8
lim
nÑ8
Pp2arn ą 2arnq
` lim
aÑ8
lim
nÑ8
P
ˆ
32Cn
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpnq logp2en4q ą arn
˙
` lim
aÑ8
lim
nÑ8
P
ˆ
8Cn
c
logpnq
n
ą arn
˙
ď lim
aÑ8
lim
nÑ8
Pp}TCnp pfsq ´ f0,s}n ą arnq ` 0` 0` 0 “ 0,
where the last inequality follows from (A.40) and the rate conditions
Cn “ Oplogpnqq, logpnq
c
cLpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpnq logp2en4q “ Oprnq, logpnq
c
logpnq
n
“ Oprnq.
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Lemma A.25. Under Assumption A1, if Cn Ñ 8, Cn “ Oplogpnqq, LW “ op
?
nq, LWd “
opnq and log2pnq “ opnr2nq, then
1
na
naÿ
i“1
| qf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q|2 “ OP pr2nq and 1nb
nbÿ
i“1
| qfas pZbiq ´ f0,spZbiq|2 “ OP pr2nq.
Proof. By Lemma A.24, we have
} qf bs ´ f0,s}2 “ OP pr2nq.
Now conditioning on observations Db “ tpY bi ,Xbi ,Zbiq, i “ 1, . . . , nbu and by Chebyshev’s inequal-
ity, we have
P
ˆˇˇˇˇ
1
na
naÿ
i“1
| qf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q|2 ´ } qf bs ´ f0,s}2 ˇˇˇˇ ą δr2n ˇˇˇˇDb˙
ď 1
δ2nar4n
E
ˆ
| qf bs pZa1q ´ f0,spZaaq|4 ˇˇˇˇDb˙
ď 4C
2
n
δ2nar4n
E
ˆ
| qf bs pZa1q ´ f0,spZa1q|2 ˇˇˇˇDb˙
“ 4C
2
n
δ2nar4n
} qf bs ´ f0,s}2 “ OPˆ log2pnqnr2n
˙
“ oP p1q,
where we use the facts that } qf bs ´ f0,s}8 ď 2Cn “ Oplogpnqq and log2pnq “ opnr2nq.
Lemma A.26. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if Cn Ñ 8, Cn “ Oplogpnqq, LW “ op
?
nq,
LWd “ opnq and log2pnq “ opnr2nq, then the following holds:›››› 1nk
nkÿ
i“1
qXkiXkJi ´ 1nk
nkÿ
i“1
DkiD
kJ
i
››››
F
“ OP prnq for k “ a, b.
Proof. W.L.O.G, we prove k “ a. By triangle inequality, it follows that›››› 1na
naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ´ 1na
naÿ
i“1
DaiD
aJ
i
››››
F
ď
›››› 1na
naÿ
i“1
Xai pqXai ´Dai qJ››››
F
`
›››› 1na
naÿ
i“1
Dai pXai ´Dai qJ
››››
F
:“ R1 `R2,
where the definition of R1, R2 is straight forward in the context. By Lemma A.8, it follows that
R1 ď
gffe 1
na
naÿ
i“1
}Xai }22 ˆ
1
na
naÿ
i“1
}qXai ´Dai }22.
Since
řna
i“1 }Xai }22 “
řq
s“1
řna
i“1 |Xas,i|2, Assumption A1(i) and C.L.T together imply
řna
i“1 }Xai }22{na “
OP p1q. By Lemma A.25 and the definition of qXai ,Dai , we have
1
na
naÿ
i“1
}qXai ´Dai }22 “ 1n
naÿ
i“1
qÿ
s“1
| qf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q|2 “ OP pr2nq.
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As a consequence of above, we conclude R1 “ OP prnq. In the following, we will analyse R2. By
straightforward calculation, it is not difficult to show that
R22 ď
ÿ
1ďs,kďq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
na
naÿ
i“1
f0,spZai qrXaik ´ f0,kpZai qs
ˇˇˇˇ2
.
Since EpXaik|Zai q “ f0,kpZai q for k “ 1, . . . , q, it follows that Etf0,spZai qrXaik ´ f0,kpZai qsu “ 0 for
1 ď s, k ď q. Therefore, by Assumption A1(i), we conclude that
EpR22q ď
1
na
ÿ
1ďs,kďq
Etf20,spZqrXk ´ f0,spZqs2u “ Opn´1q “ Opr2nq.
Combining above, we finish the proof.
Lemma A.27. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if Cn Ñ 8, Cn “ Oplogpnqq, LW “ op
?
nq,
LWd “ opnq, log2pnq “ opnr2nq and logpnqrn “ op1q, then it holds that›››› 1?n
nkÿ
i“1
qXki ǫki ´ 1?n
nkÿ
i“1
Dki ǫ
k
i
››››2
2
“ oP p1q for k “ a, b.
Proof. We only prove the case when k “ a. By conditioning on observationsDb “ tpY bi ,Xbi ,Zbi q, i “
1, . . . , nbu and Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
P
ˆˇˇˇˇ
1
n
naÿ
i“1
ˆqf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q˙ǫai ˇˇˇˇ ą δ?n
ˇˇˇˇ
Db
˙
ď 1
δ2n
naÿ
i“1
E
ˆ
| qf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q|2|ǫai |2 ˇˇˇˇDb˙
ď S1 ` S2,
where
S1 “ 1
δ2n
naÿ
i“1
E
ˆ
| qf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q|2|ǫai |2Ip|ǫai | ď mnqˇˇˇˇDb˙
S2 “ 1
δ2n
naÿ
i“1
E
ˆ
| qf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q|2|ǫai |2Ip|ǫai | ą mnqˇˇˇˇDb˙,
for any diverging sequence mn. By Lemma A.24, it follows that
S1 ď m
2
n
δ2n
naÿ
i“1
E
ˆ
| qf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q|2|ˇˇˇˇDb˙ “ nam2nδ2n } qf bs ´ f0,s}2 “ OP pm2nr2nq.
Moreover, due to truncation and Lemma A.19, we have
S2 ď 4C
2
n
δ2n
naÿ
i“1
E
ˆ
|ǫai |2Ip|ǫai | ą mnq
ˇˇˇˇ
Db
˙
ď 36κ4naC
2
n
κ23δ
2n
e´κ3mn{3 “ OP pC2ne´κ3mn{3q.
Since Cn “ Oplogpnqq, if we choose mn “ 3κ´1 logpnq, then S1 ` S2 “ oP p1q provided logpnqrn “
op1q. Notice the fact that›››› 1n
naÿ
i“1
ˆqXai ´Dai˙ǫai ››››2
2
“
qÿ
s“1
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
naÿ
i“1
ˆqf bs pZai q ´ f0,spZai q˙ǫai ˇˇˇˇ2,
the desired result follows.
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Lemma A.28. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, if Cn Ñ 8, Cn “ Oplogpnqq, LW “ op
?
nq,
LWd “ opnq, log2pnq “ opnr2nq and logpnqrn “ op1q, then it holds that
?
npqβab ´ β0q Ñ Np0, σ2ǫE´1pDDJqq.
Proof. By simple calculation, it follows that
qβab “ ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙´1ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi qβa ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi qβb˙
“
ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙´1ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXai Y ai ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiY bi ˙
“
ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙´1ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙β0
`
ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXaiXaJi ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiXbJi ˙´1ˆ naÿ
i“1
qXai ǫai ` nbÿ
i“1
qXbiǫbi˙
:“ R1 `R2.
where the definition of R1, R2 is straightforward in the context. By Lemma A.26 and Assumption
A2(iii), we can see that
řna
i“1
qXaiXaJi {n ` řnbi“1 qXbiXbJi {n is asymptotically invertible, and thus
R1 “ β0. Furthermore, one can verify that the C.L.T holds for
řna
i“1D
a
i ǫ
a
i {
?
n `řnbi“1Dbiǫbi{?n
using Assumption A2. As a consequence of Slutsky’s Theorem, Lemmas A.26 and A.27, we can
show
?
nR2 Ñ Np0, σ2ǫE´1pDDJqq
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemmas A.18 and A.20, we have
rn “ log4pnq
c
LpLW 2 `Wdq
n
logpLW 2 `Wdq `
ˆ
LW
logpLq logpW q
˙´ 2p˚
t˚
.
The first result follows by combining above and Lemma A.24.
Notice that the conditions in Lemma A.28 can be satisfied by the rate conditions given. So the
second result follows.
Proof of Lemma 3. By Lemma A.26 and Theorems 3 or ??, we can prove the desired result
using similar argument in the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Theorem 4. Under H0, similar proof of Lemma A.23 leads to
?
nprβ ´ β0q “ E´1prDrDJq 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
rDiǫi ` oP p1q, (A.41)
?
nppβ ´ β0q “ E´1pDDJq 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi ` oP p1q. (A.42)
Notice Z contains rZ, we show that
Epǫ2i rDiDJi |ĂZiq “ σ2ǫ rDiEpDJi |rZiq “ σ2ǫ rDi rDJi ,
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which further implies
Epǫ2i rDiDJi q “ σ2ǫEprDi rDJi q.
By above equation, C.L.T, (A.41) and (A.42) , we conclude that
?
n
¨˝rβ ´ β0pβ ´ β0‚˛ LÝÑ N
ˆ
0, σ2ǫ
¨˝
E
´1prDrDJq E´1pDDJq
E
´1pDDJq E´1pDDJq
‚˛˙.
By delta method, it follows that
?
nppβ ´ rβq LÝÑ Np0, σ2ǫ rE´1prDrDJq ´ E´1pDDJqsq. (A.43)
As a consequence of Assumption A3(ii) and (A.43), we have
σ´2ǫ nppβ ´ rβqJrE´1prD rDJq ´ E´1pDDJqs´1ppβ ´ rβq LÝÑ χ2pqq.
Under H0 and assumptions given, above equation still holds when the unknown parameters σǫ,
EprDrDJq and EpDDJq are replaced with their empirical counterparts.
Now we will prove the result under H1. Direct calculation reveals that›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››2
2
“
qÿ
s“1
ˇˇˇˇ
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆpfspZiq ´ f0,spZiq˙ǫi ˇˇˇˇ2.
By Cauchy’s inequality and Lemma A.20, it shows thatˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆpfspZiq ´ f0,spZiq˙ǫi ˇˇˇˇ2 ď } pfs ´ f0,s}2n ˆ 1n
nÿ
i“1
ǫ2i “ oP pr2nq.
Therefore by conditions given, it follows that›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi››››
2
ě
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››
2
´
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››
2
ě
››››?nEpDǫq››››
2
´
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi ´
?
nEpDǫq
››››
2
´
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››
2
ě ?nδbias ´ oP p
?
nq ´ oP p
?
nrnq. (A.44)
On the other hand, it yields that›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi››››
2
ď
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››
2
`
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››
2
ď
››››?nEpDǫq››››
2
`
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi ´
?
nEpDǫq
››››
2
`
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ´ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Diǫi
››››
2
“ ?nδbias ` oP p
?
nq ` oP p
?
nrnq “ OP p
?
nq. (A.45)
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By simple calculation, we have
?
nppβ ´ β0q “ ?n„ˆ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiYi ´ β0
“ ?n
„ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi β0 ´ β0` ˆ 1n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi
:“ R1 `R2,
Lemma A.21 and Assumption A2(iii) imply that
řn
i“1
pXiXJi {n is asymptotically invertible, and
thus R1 “ 0. Direct examination and (A.45) together lead to
R2 “ E´1pDDJq 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ` „ˆ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiXJi ˙´1 ´ E´1pDDJq 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi
“ E´1pDDJq 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi ` oP p?nq,
where we use Lemma A.21 and Assumption A2(iii) that EpDDJq is positive definite. As a conse-
quence of (A.44), (A.45) and above equation, we have it follows that
n}pβ ´ β0}22 “ RJ2 R2
ě λ´2minpEpDDJqq
›››› 1?n
nÿ
i“1
pXiǫi››››2
2
´ oP pnq
ě λ´2minpEpDDJqqnδ2bias ´ oP pnq.
Therefore, with probability approaching one, it follows that
?
n}pβ ´ rβ}2 ě ?n}pβ ´ β0}2 ´?n}rβ ´ β0}2
ě λ´1minpEpDDJqq
?
nδbias ´ oP p1q,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that rβ is ?n-consistent under H1. Now direct
calculation leads to
σ´2ǫ nppβ ´ rβqJrE´1prDrDJq ´ E´1pDDJqs´1ppβ ´ rβq
ě σ´2ǫ λ´1min
ˆ
E
´1prDrDJq ´ E´1pDDJq˙n}pβ ´ rβ}22 Ñ8 in probability.
Finally, Under H1 and assumptions given, we replace unknown parameters σǫ, EprDrDJq and
EpDDJq with their empirical counterparts, and conclude that J Ñ 8 in probability.
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